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Search approaches crowning moment
Bv LOREE

ing that four finalists have been
selected, Easley said he was hesitant to use the term "narrowing
down" when discussing the
search.
"The process will remain open
untiJ someone is selected," Easley
said.
Easley said he could not give a
specific time frame that candidates
would anive on campus. but said
some final ists would probably be
on campus in the near future.
"I would think in a very short
time we're going to be inviting

STARK

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Despite predictions that the
Board of Regents would have
picked a new president at the
arrival of the 200 1-2002 academic
year, Kern Alexander is still acting
president at the end of the first
week of the fall semester.
Board of Regents Chair Sid
Easley said the board reviewed
about 125-150 applicants before
interviewing 14 candidates. Jn
spite of campus-wide e-mails stat-

some people to campus," Easley went to Nashville and interviewed
said. "These situations are very six candidates.
"I think
fluid.
You ' re
never sure bow .. ' I would think in a very it's the consenmany you want to short time we're going to be sus o f the board
that we have
invite to campus
and who will want inviting some people to some very good
ca n didates,"
to come to cam- campus.''
pus."
Strieter said. " In
Terry Strieter,
my
opmton
Sid Easley
newl y-e l ected Chairman of the Board of Re ents some are better
0
than others."
faculty
regent,
Strieter confirmed that the board
had not been involved in the presidential search until this month, had selected four finalists, but said
but participated w hen the board he was " bound by officiality" in

terms of discussing candidates by is good, a third a little bit lower
name.
and the last T would rank very
"I think we have some cand i- low:· Strieter said.
dates that are very experienced,
In the meantime. Alexander can
going to every academic rank and work for 100 days from June 30
every administrative rank up to before his retirement program is
acting president," Scrieter said. affected.
"We have others w ho are less
"I told the board if it extended
experienced. 1 tend to favor the . beyond a hundred days, r d just
experienced."
work for free.'' Alexander said,
Strieter expressed that the quali- adding he didn •t think that the
fications of the four candidates search should be rushed. "I think
range on a wide spectrum.
there's no great hurry. and the
"I think the qualifications of one board is doing a good, thorough
individual are outstanding, another job."

BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN Oliff

Laura Deaton!The News

Amelia Galloway and Sarah Culp, sophomores from Paducah, and Mandl Clark, freshman from Fulton, manage to get ready
without proble~s despite their cramped living situation in Springer College. Many students have been forced into triple occupancy rooms because of the closing of Hart College.

Students cope with housing changes
BY MARCI

OweN

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

With a shortage of on-can1pus
housing, several students have
had to ad,iust to more than a new
class ~chedule .
Liz Fatheree, senior from luka,
Ill., said she is satisfied with her
living arrangement at Calloway
Inn. where the overflow of students wanting a dorm room, are
housed.

"As far as the situation thnt
we're faced with, I'm happy with
where I'm al. especially with the
overflow of people on campus,"
Fatheree said. "They've done so
much to accomodate us."
Accomodallons provided for
those housed at Calloway Inn
include a shuule to transport students to and from campus twice
daily, new carpet in assigned
rooms, a free continental breakfast every morning, the installa-

tion of cable modems and free
cable.
As a resident advisor, Fatheree
said a sense of community is not
as strong in their present situation
as it was in residential colleges.
"We're going to really try to
pus h (residential) programs out
here,.. she said.
Sarah Culp, sophomore from
Paducah, has a different situation
to adjust to. Culp and her roommates in Springer College have

had to make a room designed for
two accomodate three.
Culp said a problem arose when
she, her roommates and two suite .
mates all had an early-morning
class at the same time on Monday.
"We haven't had many problems," she said. ''The showers are
a problem sometimes, but we
work it out. With the mirrors,
putting on make-up and stuff can
be a chore, too."

Giving Murray State studems a place to call home was
a considerably more difficult
task for the Housing and Residential Life Department this
year.
With an increase in enrollment. and more notably, the
closing of Hart College for
repair, approximately 40
incoming students found
themselves with two roommates, and another 100-plus
students were lodged in Calloway Inn. In some College
Courts apartments. six students are packed into two
rooms.
David Wilson, interim
director of housing and residential life. said 48 of the students at Calloway Inn would
be considered permanent residents. or they would "have
lbe ability to be there all
semester.'' The remaining 70
students would be temporary
residents, moving back into
the residential colleges as
soon as time and space
allowed.
Wilson speculated that students in triple occupancy
rooms would be moved to a
standard double by the end of
the week.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. said
during the first week the University would attempt to identify no-shows. who are stu-

dents registered to live in the
residential colleges but may
have decided not to come.
'Typically. you average 80
to 90 no-shows,'' Robertson
said.
After factoring in the noshows. Robertson said students would begin moving
from Calloway Inn and lhe
triple rooms back. into the
normal housing situation.
Wilson said Wednesday
that assigments had already
been made for the students at
Calloway Inn to move back
into the residential colleges.
"Some have already started
moving.'' Wilson ~aid.
Although students at the
Calloway Inn are farther
away from campU'i, Wilson
said the set-up resembles the
average Murray State dorm
room a..; much a..; possible.
"We've taken all the furnishings out. so each room is
going to have basically what
we have in 1the residential colleges," Wilson said. ''There
ure two bunkable beds, two
desks, dressers ... that kind of
thing."
Students residing at the
hotel will not have to complain about parking, either. A
shuttle run<s from Calloway
Inn to the Curri~t Center at different times during the day.
giving students without reli-.
able transportation multiple
opportunities to go to and
from campus.

see HOUSfNG /1 S

Enrollment soars again, continues trend
BY M ORGAN H ARDY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While final fall semester
enrollment numbers are not
official, MSU officials are
"very enthusiastic'' about breaking the goal of 9.325 and numbers so far support that projection.
As of Tuesday, the second
day of classes, enrollment is
8.26 I. up more than five hundred students from last fall
semester's ~econd day of classes. Although this is slightly
more than 1,000 students short
of the goal, Vaughan said the
numbers were "extremely
dynamic" and would fluctuate

Le.

as the semester progresses.
"The number changes every
day," Vaughan said. "It's very,
very dynamic ...our enrollment
projections are very positive."
If MSU does meet or exceed
its goal, it will be another
record-breaking year for the
admissions office. Last year's
9, 141 enrollment was a record
for the university, with I ,649
graduate students and 7,492
undergraduate students.
"We also set a goal of 1,400
new freshman. and we're also
very positive about meeting that
goal,'' Vaughan said.
Vaughan added that opening
the Hopkinsville campus has
boosted enroll meot consider-

ably without putting extra strain
on the core Murray State campus.
MSU's recruitment area consists of five states and about 229
counties, with added empha.<>is
on the southern Illinois area.
Vaughan said MSU physically visits 378 high schools and
22 community colleges- a total
of 400 education venues with
direct MSU contact. In addition.
after schools with MSU materials sent to their campus were
included. Vaughan sa1d the total
schools '·actively touched" was
829.
Should MSU continue its current goal schedule, Vaughan
said the university will crest

I0.000 students in fall 2004.
While that number is high,
Vaughan said the university is
committed to managed enrollment growth in line with facility growth.
"It is the desire of the Board
of Regents to have controlled,
sustained and manageable
growth.·· he said. ''The board is
committed to maintaining the
values and traditions of Murray
States."
One of the areas at MSU that
has felt the strain of heavy
enrollement has been the
School of Agriculture. J1m
Rudolph. director of the school,
said freshman enrollmem in the
school is at 149 students. up 12

percent from last year. This
growth, which outstrips the
growth in enrollment in the university as a whole, has caused
concerns m the department
about both faculty needs and
facility needs.
"I think we'd have to attribute
(the growth) to a devoted faculty and the caliber of programs
that we have in the School of
Agriculture,'' Rudolph said.
" ... Basically, the growth has
been across the board. I cannot
tell any great increase out of
line with other department~ in
any particular programs."
He added growth has been
further boosted by benchmark
unjversity tuition matching,

which allows students from all
five states in MSU's recruitment area to attend at the same
cost as comparable universities
in the area.
"When you talk about manageable growrh here, we are
close to moving out." Rudolph
said. "Basically, all of our classes are close or within a very
small number of closing." In
add1t1on, Rudolph said the
department has been calculated
at approximately 10 faculty
members under what the school
of agriculture should have by
the Kentucky Council on PostSecondary Education· s standards.
see ENROLLMENT /15
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Turner's bond stays
at original level

uated, and all events scheduled for
the weekend were moved to other
locations.
Public Safety found no explosive devices during the search of
the building. The building
resumed normal operations Aug.
13.

Angelita Turner, facing two
murder charges and n criminal
abuse charge in connection with
the death of a newborn baby found
in her Hart College room, will
remain lodged in Calloway County Jail on a $50,000 bond . accord- Jones' trial date set
ing to a ruling by Dislrict Court
A trial date hac; been set for forJudge Dennis Foust on Monday.
mer Murray State Racer football
In his ruling, Foust said the bond player Shaka Jones and three non"was an appropriate amount given students in connection with an
the defendant's lack of ties to the · armed robbery that occurred at the
Commonwealth of Kentucky and Murray Place Apartments on Feb.
the seriousness of the charges."
17.
Turner's attorney. Carol A. CasJones. Cordell Sheldon of Murtrovinci of the Department of Pub- ray. Bernard Cox. of Carbondale,
lie Advocacy in Hopkinsville, Ill. and Jamal Ferguson of Peoria.
filed the request on July 23 in Ill. are facing charges of firstattempt to reduce Turner' s bond degree robbery and first-degree
after Calloway Districl Court wanton endangerment.
Judge Leslie Furches rejected a
Shelton· s trial is set for Sept. I 0
similar request by Turner's attor- at 9 a.m. while lhe other trials are
neys in April.
currently scheduled for 9 a.m.
Sept. 18 and 19.

NBS meeting Tuesday
The National Broadcasting
Society will hold its first meeting
at Tuesday 4:45 p.m. in Price
Doyle Fine Arts building room
840. Anyone interested is encouraged to attend.

Second bomb threat
leads to evacuation
Murray
State
University
received its second bomb threat in
three months Aug. I 0.
Public Safety wa-; notified at
6:28 p.m. of the threat, which w~s
left on one of the public-use computers on the first tloor of the CurTis Center. The building was evac-

Odyssey Institute
set for Sept. 6-7
The Odyssey Foundation. Inc. is
gearing up for its Third Annual
Odyssey Institute, scheduled for
Sept. 6 and 7 at the Curris Center.
The Odyssey Foundation. Inc.
began in 1998 and is based on the
question: "What would you do if
someone asked you to spend the
next five years of your life making
the world a betler place for children to live in?"
Designed as an interactive teaming experience, the Odyssey Institute wiU begin each day with a one
of two nationally known speakers.
Participant~ will be invited to

tl1e

murray
~state
,~ news ·

choose two sessions from a menu
of six springboard sessions-workshops with local and regionally
known speakers.
For more information or registration. call 270-442-4903.

SSS receives grant
The Student Support Services
Program at Murray State University has been awarded an $892,988
grant from the U.S. Department of
Education to assist MSU students
in their goal of earning a college
degree. The grant will fund continued services for MSU students
unti12005.
Student Support Services has
also received notification of an
adclitional $5.000 technology grant
from the U.S. Depanment of Education, which will be used to get
additional computers for the SSS
lab.
SSS offers free services to a limited number of MSU students who
qualify for the program.
For further information, contact
the SSS oftice at 762-4327.

Scholarship to aid
Hispanic..Americans
A new scholarship program is
available to Hispanic-American
students attending Murray State
Univer.;ity. The Hispanic Scholarship Fund was founded to help
Hispanic-American college studenl'i complete their education by
"Opening American Minds."
A minimum grade point average
of2.7 on a 4.0 scale is required. In
addition, the student must be
attending an accredited U.S. college fu ll-time for the full academic
year.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E-Mail:

thenews@murroystote.edu

The HSF is available to undergraduate and graduate students
with awards ranging from $1,000
to $3,000. Applications are available now through Oct. 9 at
www.hsf.net or in the Murray
State scholarship office. The application postmark deadline is Oct.
15.

Upward Bound grant
to exceed $1 million
Murray State University's
Upward Bound program received
$390.392 in funding for the 200102 year. This is the third year of a
four-year grant award to Upward
Bound. which is expected to
exceed $ 1 million.
Upward Bound. a TRIO program of the U.S. Department of
Education, began at Murray State
in 1966 as a pilot project to grant
equal access to postsecondary education to an underrepresented
group of young people while the
students are still in high school.

Chapter receives
national award
The Depanment of Political Science and Legal Studies' Pi Sigma
Alpha. Zeta Phi chapter, has been
selected to receive one of the three
Best National Chapter Awards for
200 I for schools with enrollments
of 6,000 to 15,000 students.
The awards are intended to recognize local chapters that are particularly active in their departments and exhibit high levels of
energy and creativity in furthering
the goals of the honor society.
Camf?US Briefly is compiled by
Marci Owen, assistant n~ws editor.

I~

I·Police8eat
Thursday, Aug. 23
9:54 p.m. A caller in College Courts
reported his roommate had moved and
took some of the caller' s belonging:-.
with him. A report was taken.
10:02 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for going the wrong way on
University Drive.

Friday, Aug. 24
2:43a.m. A verbal warning was issued
for disregarding a stop sign in the donn
circle.
8:03 a.m. Someone reported a woman
having a sei1ure in the Curris Center.

Saturday, Aug. 25
4:10 p.m. A toilet in a Springer College room would not flush .
5:25 p.m. A bathroom in a White College room was reported to have a foul
smell.
5:35 p.m. A toilet in a Clark College
room was leaking.

Sunday, Aug. 26
12 a.m. Osama Mansour, a non-student, was arrested for DUI on Olive
Street.
1:59 a.m. A verbal warning ~as issued
for possession of alcohol and an altered
ID in the Emmanuel Lutheran Church
parking lot.
3:02 a.m. A juvenile was charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol
and di-;regarding a traffic control
device during a traffic stop on Poplar
Street behind the ATO house. The person was referred to a court-designated

worker.
9:28 a.m. A bike was reported missing
from Woods Hall.

Monday, Aug. 27
9:20a.m. A verbal warning was i~sued
for disregarding a crosswalk at 16th
and Ryan streets.
I :48 p.m. A book bag was reported
stolen from the Curris Center Book
Store.
4:37 p.m. A purse was reported missing from Clark College.

Tuesday, Aug. 28
7:28a.m. A verbal warning was issued
for an ex.pired plate on University
Drive.
7:15p.m. A lost wallet was turned in to
the front desk at Franklin College.

Wednesday, Aug. 29
12:19 a.m. Following a tmffic stop in
the Curris Center parking lot, subjec1s
were warned not lo make a loud noise
at that Lime of night.
9:20 a.m. A citation was issued for
expired tags and no insurance on Main
Street.
10:21 a.m. An ambulance was called '
for a student having an epileptic
seizure in the Curris Center. Upon
arrival. the ambulance was refused. ·
Motorist assists - 5
Racer escorts - l 0
Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
matericlis provided by Public Safety. .
All dispatched calls are not listed

"The Murray State News'' strives to be the University
community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information in a fair and
unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum
for expression and debate.
"The Murray State Nc~s·· of,(el;'s. a hands-on learning
(!11'{iffi~1t! (9t tJ!ee~stuqs~~ i,rMfr~'~P in,J~mrnp!jsrn gr
other tiel~s r~liti~ to the pro~~cia~n .ora n~wspap~r. .,
The campus press should be (ree from censon;htp and
advance approval o'r topy: and its 'editors should befr~e to
develop their own editorial and 'news policies.

New kid on the block?

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

CUSTOM SCREENPRINT
AND EMBROIDERY
~fcO'nr.~ Oaclc gtu.d~nt~/

(?Ontf2 ~1212 OU'C n12rvlf
'Cf2ntod12lt2d ~to'Cf2 bull ob
fOU'C bavo'Zitf2 tJ'Ct212lc and
UniVf2'C~itf ntt2'Cch.andi~12/

104 N. 15th St.
Across from Sparks Hall
I

We'll take anybody.

Really.
If you're new in town and need some friends, cash or just a good time, call
Or . . . check out The Murray State New.'i volunteer meeting - September 11th, 4 p.m. in Wilson Hall(
room 214. Hey, even pop icons hopelessly lodged in the '80s de!)crve a second chance. Really.
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Countries deadlocked;
438 refugees stranded

j

l

OSLO, Norway (AP) _ Talks
between Norway and Australia
were "deadlocked" Wednesday
evening over the issue of 438
refugees stranded on a Norwegian
cargo ship in Australian territorial
waters near Christmas Island in the
Indian Ocean.
Norway wants Australia to allow
the mostly Afghan refugees, rescued from a sinking Indonesian
ferry three days ago, onto Christmas Island, a remote Australian
outpost. Australia. cracking down
on illegal immigration. refuses.
" Remember, these people were
saved at sea. They are shipwrecked
people who have their rights,'' foreign ministry spokesman Karsten
Klepsvilc said in a phone interview.
"We have c learly stated that Australia has c lear obligations which
they are not complying with, and
we urge them to let these people
ashore as soon as possible.''
Norway has appealed to the
International Red Cross, the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees
and other aid agencies to intervene.
Norwegian Prime Minister Jens
Stoltenberg and Foreign Minister
Thorbjoem Jagland, in public statements as well as private talks with
their Australian counterparts, have
pressured Australia to at least temporarily accept the refugees. On
Wednesday, Australia's ambassador to Norway. Malcolm Leader,
was summoned to the Foreign Ministry.
Progress apparently was minimal. " We have a dialogue, but the
situation is deadlocked," Klepsvik

said.
On Wednesday, the captain of
the Tampa, Arne Rinnan, entered
Australian territorial waters Without permission, citing medical
urgency. The cargo ship then was
boarded by heavily-armed Australian troops and military doctors.
Rinnan refused to talc.e the ship
back into international waters, saying it lacked proper facilities and
safety equipment for the unexpec ted passengers. He was supported in
that decision by the shipowner,
Wilhelm Wilhelmsen, and Nor-

way's government.
"The ship cannot go to another
port because that would be a violation of international maritime law,
and because any other port is at lea.•;t
14 hours away," Foreign Minister
Jagland said. "There is no other
solution than to go to the nearest
port in Australia."
Now that the soldiers were on
board the Tampa, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Klepsvik said that
"technically, tbe ship is under Australian control and therefore under
full Australian jurisdiction .' '

Vatican calls experiments
new fonn of slavetY
VATICAN CITY (AP) _ The
Vatican plans to use the U.N. conference on racism, starting on Friday, to push its view that experimentation on human embryos could
create what it calls a new form of
slavery.
Vatican delegates will be attending the international forum in Durban, South Africa.
The Vatican document expressed
concern about what it called "new
and dramatic forms of discrimination," including toward "the unborn
child as the subject of experimentation and technological intervention." It cited artificial procreation,
the use of ''superfluous" embryos
and "so-called therapeutic cloning."
"Here there is a risk of a new form
of racism, for tbe development of
these techniques could lead to a c reation of a ' sub-category of human
beings,' basically for the convenience of certain others.'' the Vatican said. 'This would be a new and
terrible form of slavery."
"Regrettably, it cannot be denied
that the temptation of eugenics is
still latent, especially if powerful
commercial interests exploit it," the
Vatican said, urging governments
and scientists to be highly vigilant
about trying to create a better human
being through genetic manipulation.

Video game distributors
look to dismiss lawsuit
DENVER (AP) The distributors
of the video game UDoom" have
asked a federal court to dismiss a

lawsuit that claims the product
influenced the Columbine High
School gunmen.
In documents filed Monday,
Midway Home Entertainment said
the lawsuit filed on behalf of the
fami ly of slain teacher Dave
Sanders und other Columbine victims is identical to one thrown out
in Kentucky.
The class-action lawsuit seeks $5
billion in punitive damages from 25
entertainment companies.
In a separate filing, the Sanders'
lawyer, John DeCamp. argued there
is evidence that violent media lead
to violent behavior and asked for a
jury to hear the case. A hearing has
not been set.
A federal judge in April 2000
dbmissed a lawsuit tiled against
video game-makers after Michael
Carneal killed three Heath High
School students in Paducah, Ky .• in
1997. The judge there said video
games are not subject to product
liability laws.
During the investigution into the
1999 Columbine shootings, police
found a videotape that shows one of
the killers with a sawed-off shotgun
he calls .. Arlene•' after a character
in "Doom."
Companies named in the lawsuit
include Nintendo of America, St!ga
of America. Sony Computer Entertainment and Time Warner Inc.,
which is now AOL Time Warner.
and ID So ftware Inc. and GT Interactive Software Corp.. creators and
publi">hers of .. Doom.··

Condit's children resign
from government jobs
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (AP)
Rep. Gary Condit's two children
resigned from Gov. Grc1y Davis'
office Tuesday. one day after the
governor joined those criticizing
their father in the case of missing
intern Chandra Levy.
Chad, 33. and Cadee Condit. 26,
submitted u sharply worded joint
resignation letter ~aying the Condits
·•are a proud and loyal family. not
only in the good times but also during the darke~tJt<lPf:i ~·· Continued
employment with the governor'~
office would undercut that standard.' '

Chad Condit worked as a Central
Valley liaison for Davis and his sister was Davis' special assistant.
Davis and the Democratic congressman from California have been
longtime friends and political allies.
The congressman'~ son criticized
Davis on Monday night during an
appearance on CNN' s ''Larry King
Live."
Davis spoke publicly about the
case for the first time Monday, saying he wao; "disheartened that Congressman Condit did not speak out
more quickly or more fully'' in last
week's interview with ABC's Connie Chung.
Davis said he did not see the interview, but had read a transcript and
media reports about il.
In their resignation letter, the children wrote that Davis' statement
'"will not help find Chandra Levy.''
and accused him of speaking about
the case for political gain.

Russian pipeline leaks;
cleanup underway
MOSCOW (AP) ..... An oil
pipeline in Russia' s restive Dagestan region burst on Wednesday,
spilling oil into the Caspian Sea,
emergency officials said .
A section of the Baku-Grozny
pipeline near the town of Achisu, 2
miles from the Ca!>pian Sea, began
lealing at 2 :25 a .m ., said Irina
Andriyanova. a spokeswoman for
the Emergency Situations Ministry.
She said some of the spilled oil
had reached the sea, but it was
unclear how much. The leak was
stopped at 9 a.m. and repairs and
cleanup were underway. she said.
Andriyanova said she had no
information on the cause of the
leak. but Russian news report!> said
it was apparently caused by an
explosion. NTV telev1sion said
investigators believed it was a
''divt:rsionary act"_ presumably by
rebels in neighboring Cht:chnya _
or an attempt to steal oil.

Sudanese child soldiers
returned to families
NAIROBI. Kenya (AP) _ Six
months after being pulled out of

3

rebel forces fighting in Sudan' s ISyear civil war. a batch of former
child soldiers has been allowed to
return home.
U.N. officials said Wednesday
that 3.480 former child fighters
have been sent back to their homes
in southern Sudan after being
retrained as teachers, mechanics
and farmers.
Over the next 18 months, the
U.N. children's fund will oversee
the return of 4,000 former child soldiers taken out of the Sudan People's Liberation Army, which
promised the agency it would
remove all children from its ranks.
The first batch of youths spent
si1t months in transit camps. where
they did job training. before returning to their homes in the Awil East
and West regions of Bahr el Ghazal
state in southern Sudan.
Manha Bragan, an official of the
U.N. children's agency. said she
didn't foresee reintegration problems for the soldiers and their families.
"The families and children are
not estranged," Bragan said.
Another 1,600 child soldiers
from the south central Bor region
are next on the list to be demobilized. said Martin Dawes, UNICEF' s spokesman in Nairobi, Kenya.
In February. the rebel army said
30 percent of its forces could be
considered children because they
were younger than 18. But only 5
percent to 1 percent were believed
to have done any actual fighting .
UNICEF and other organizations
are pitching 90 tents for makeshift
classrooms and clinics in southern
Sudan to help with the demobilization. The World Food Program has
begun distributing food to schools
and sunk 13 wells.

Powerball winners react
to hitting the jackpot
LOUISVILLE. Kentucky (AP) _
When Pat Wales realized she had
won $41 million in a lottery. she
tried to awaken her 70-year-old husbar.d.
"Erwin, we won tile Powerball !"
Wales' lawyer quoted bet ao; saying.
..And he said. 'Uh huh.' and he rolled

over and went back to sleep."
The Maine woman was one of
four winners or the $294.8 million
Powerball jackpot, the third-biggest
lottery prize in U.S. history.
A married mother of three from
Minnesota and a 46-year-old exconvict from Kentucky also got
lucky in Saturday night's drawing
of the multistate lottery. The fourth
winner, from Delaware. had not
been identified.
Wales, 60, chose the lump-sum
payment of $41.4 million, before
taxes. With each winning ticket
worth $73.7 million, winners also
have the option of taking $2.9 million per year for 25 years.
She won $20 in a Maine lottery
Saturday, then followed that up
with a Megabuck11 win for $5.
"Then she started to think,
'Maybe this is my lucky day,"'
Garrney said.
He said she bought Powerball
tickets at a convenience store in
New Hampshire. then stayed up
past her bedtime to watch the drawing.
When she realized she had won,
"she began to cry and tremble."
Garmey .said. But her husband initially refused to be roused.
Garmey said the couple wondered what to do with a $41 million ticket.
"And I think they did what any
conscientious Maine person would
do. they hid it in a box of Com
Chex (cereal)," Gnrmey said.
He said the couple has two cats
and a 1990 pickup with 141 ,000
miles (226.869 kilometers) on it.
Pat Wales took an immediate
leave of absence from her job at
Lincoln Financial Group in Portland. Maine. Her husband mows
grass and works part-time at a
motor speedway and a motorcycle
shop.
The odds of hitting all six numbers in the Powerball game are one
in 80 million. The game is played in
21 states and the District of Columbia.

Worla Briefly is compiled by Jason
Billitrgsley, nnus editor and Laura
Dt•aton, chief copy editor.
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Presidential search too slow
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During a February press conference. Murray State's acting president Kern Alexander announced his
plans to retire in June.
After the initial reactions from
students, faculty and staff, the big
question remained: Who is next?
Now, nearly seven months later,
we find ourselves asking the same
question. Furthennore, we want to
know why the search is taking so
long.
Board of Regents Chainnan Sid
Easley said in March we would have
a new president by July 1. Now it is
nearly September, and the University does not seem any closer to a
decision than it was last year.
The onJy efforts presented to the
student body of the committee's
efforts to select a new president
were vague e-mails about how
many candidates had been interviewed.
Last year the University held
forums to involve students, faculty
and the community in the search
procedure. What we do not know is
how close the committee has come
to finding anyone possessing the
proposed traits.
The search committee's failure to
explain the cause for the duration of
the process and offer us more information about the candidates makes
us suspicious of the University's
actions.
We suggest our board members
learn from Eastern Kentucky University's Clecisiveness. It took their
search committee only two months
to name JoAnne Glasser president
after Bob Kustra stepped down in
June .
Perhaps threatening to hire EKU's
selection team would motivate our
search committee to act more efficiently and decisively.
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To infinity, and beyond open lots
In My
Opinion
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ERIN
RICHARDS
" WATCHING
URBAN
GROWfH
OCCUR SO
RAPIDLY IN
MURRAY IS
PLEASANTLY
SURPRISING."

I departed St. Louis last week
with my life stacked Beverly Hillbilly style in the back of my
Ranger and my mind tilled with
anticipation of long days in the
newsroom and not enough latenight food option:.. I made a silent
goodbye to my favorite St. Louis
bars. clubs and re.,taurants. and
resigned myself to Murray's limit·
ed entertainment options.
When I was within a few blocks
of the Universit), my jaw dropped
open like all the members of the
Beverly Hillbilly family when
they reached Hollywood. Modernization had reached Murray ... there
in front of me wa'> the beginning
of an Applebee:>' restaurant.
I was not expecting anything to
be very different after just three
short months away, but l was
shocked at how many new establishments graced the landscape.
The Beverly Hillbillies stared at
mansions. skyscrapers and enormous shopping malls for the first
time when they drove into town . I
almost shoved my truck"s hood
under the tractor in front of me
because I was gazing at a chain
re-.taurant and a Dollar Tree store.
What is funny is that we nre
trading places - the Beverly Hillbillies moved from the country to
the big city: I moved from St.
Louis to a town whose entire population would !ill less than a third
of th~ seats at Busch stadium.
I'm used to the gobs of well·
rooted stores, hotels and restauranls in St. Louis. One hardly
notice!> a new establishment in the
city, but watching urban growth
occur so rapidly in Murray is
pleasantly surprising.
I knew my freshman year I wac;
forgoing certain b1g city comforts
when I committed to Murray State
Univen.ity. The twenty-screen sta·
dium seating movie theaters, sitdown re:>taurants that serve past

.....

ten o'clock on weekdays and
numerous dance clubs near the
riverfront would just be perks during holiday break and summer.
My big city buddies who attend
St. Louis University. Kam.as University and University of Tul'la
couldn't imagine how I would get
along at a small town school like
Murray State. but I actually
enjoyed the laid back atmosphere
and the ability to reach any part of
town in less than live minutes. I
could even bike safely to the bank
or Wal-mart without having to
cross heavily driven city roads. It
was a cultural change to live in a
rural environment; I liked the
closeness but often missed the
plethora of dining, entertainment
and shopping options offered by a
big city.
Although I enjoy spending my
college years in a small town, I'm
thrilled Murray is continuing its
modernization trend with the new
additions to the city.
It's no call for occasion when a
new eatery opens in St. Louis, but
students were practically doing
back flips when they saw the new
A&W restaurunt with its deliciously sloppy cheeseburgers and
signature draught root beer, not to
mention they can satisfy their batter fried food craving with Long
John Silvers in the same drivethru trip.
Saturdays is already a popular
bar. The Apple will be here soon
and l'm amazed and delighted at
how quickly the new Applebees'
and the Bull Pen Steaks and Spirits restaurants will be opening.
I hadn't expected Murray to
change !>O much after three
months. but after doing some
research I found Murray has been
steadily expanding it<; retail stores,
restaurant~ and hotel\ for the past
decade, with the biggest changes
occurring in the past five years.

*

Retailers began looking at Murray as a potential building site
after Wal-Mart erected its super
center where a forest once stood
several years ago. Lowe's came
later, along with stores like On
Cue. Goody's and Office Depot in
the renovated shopping strip.
This year, Cato"s retail clothing
store announced its grand opening. and a second store where you
nl!ver have to ask how much an
item is (the Dt>llar Tree) sprang up
in front of Wai-Mart. The thriving
city is even ready to support
another hotel, a Wingate Inn/Convention Center across from RSEC
to accolflmodate the growing
number of people visiting the area.
John Williams, executive vicepresident of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
said the city's expansion stems
partly from the fact that Murray
appeals to retailers- it's a University town located off a major high·
way near the state line with an
educated work force, low sales tax
and low cost of living.
Modernization continues ~ ith
all the new restaurants serving
alcohol. Although opposition to
the referendum ran high. some of
the restaurants would not have
come here without the option of
serving liquor by the drink.
The anticipated Bull Pen Steaks
and Spirits restaurant. Applebees'
and Saturdays rely on liquor for
their prolit margin and, in return.
offer college students job opportu·
nities and a place to hang out.
Sometimes small-town communities are resistant to such sudden
changes. but the strength of the
Main Street Murray program
proves otherwise. The community
seems extremely supportive of the
revitalization project to econnmically restore and redesign downtown.
The plans to renovate buildings.
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install new sidewalks, crosswalks
and period lighting \Viii rely heav·
ily on volunteer!>. Even though
restoring nn authentic downtown
isn't part of the "modernization''
Lrend I embraced earlier. l"tn simply pleased to see the community
take interest in creating any kind
of new facade for the city.
It's nice to know the temporary
coll~ge students arc not the only
ones who appreciate the city's
current and projected ·c hanges.
After all. we are only tourists: it i!'.
the permanent Murray residents
who will continue to live with the
effects of new industry.
l cannot think of a way the
city's expansion could hurt the
community. lt seems the new
retail stores and restaurants will
only encourage visitors from Kentucky Lake and tourists travelling
through western Kentucky.
rm thrilled at the city's new
additions and r m impressed at the
~:ommunity's support. I hope Murray continues to bring in more revenue and reap the financial
rewards of being a small town
sLri ving to offer big-city benefits .
Plus, tln a personal level. the
growing industry mal<cs life here
not seem so rural.
My only unfullilled dream in
this whole! urbani7.ation process is
the Jack of round-the clock restaurants. I know inve'itors will really
be catering to the students when
Murray offers a bigger selection
for hungry student:. late at night.
One year of choosing between
Hardee!'. hamburgers or Log Cabin
breakfast combos at 3 a.m. was
enough to make me pine for some
variety. Maybe a Denny's will be
the first thing I '>ee when I drive
back to school next year.

Erin Richards is tlw opiniun eclitor for '"The Murray Srate News. ·•
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Faculty intimidation must stop
In My

" It is the desire of Murray State to
provide a wholesome and intellectually challenging educational, moral
and social atmosphere for the students so they may fully develop into
well-educated, responsible adult citizens. In order to stimulate growth,
students must be exposed to a wide
range of thoughts, idea" and con cepts . Therefore. the university
respects the nghts of members of the
academic community - )oltudents.
faculty and staff - to explore and
discuss questions or issues which
interest them, to express their opinions in public and private and to join
together with others to express their
concern via orderly means .. .."
That statement is quoted from the
"Faculty Rights and Responsibilities" Policy of Murray State University's Board of Regents. For those
using the June 2000 edition of the
Faculty Handbook (available on-line
at the Faculty Senate Web page,
http://campus.murraystate.edu/org/F
acSenate/index.htm), it is printed in
red font. indicatmg its prestige and
inviolability as an official Board policy.
The policy goes on to state that:

Opinion

W ILLIAM
CALL

"As OF THIS
WRJTING, MY
APPEAL FOR
PP.OPER PAY
ADJUSTMENT
AND
EXPLANATION
HAS NOT BEEN
ANSWERED."

"Accordingly, the university will not
permit behavior which interferes
with the exercise of bask rights.
including intimidation •.•"
Yet. intimidation goes on in our
midst, and it starts at the very top of
our institution. Talk with any faculty
or staff member who has had a disagreement with President Kern
Alexander, and that is exactly what
they will report. That is, if they are
not too afraid to talk about it.
This president tolerates no dissent.
From threat!> to pay cuts to dismissals. those questioning his decisions are subject to harsh retribution.
It has happened to me twice now,
following each of the past two academic years during which I have served
ao; president of the Faculty Senate. A
year ago. the merit pay raise for
which I was recommended by my
immediate superiors was reduced
without explanation. This past summer it was cut to zero, in spite of a
very productive year professionally
on my part.
Inquiring about this, I have been
told that the responsibility for the
change remains in the President's
office. As of this writing. my official

Life isn't easy...
being· dead can help
In My

I'm finally dead. Not just
partially dead, but really, really dead. What a difference a
dead man makes. I may not
have Jived long, but the
decades I've made it through
could have been made much
easier if f'd just tx>en dead.
Many readers are most likely scratching their heads. How,
without a divine intervention
of some sort, can this guy be
serious? Moreover, how can
Ryan Lee Brooks write an arti·
de if he's finally dead? I will
dispel your questions shorUy;
read on.
I have made the choice to
simply not live any longer.
Ryan is dead and makes all of
his decisions based solely
upon that fact. (Please excuse
the Dole-like third-persOn references to Ryan. If Ryan is
dead, he might as well talk
about himself as such.) Being
dead is wonderful. There are
no worries, no stresses, no hassles. ff Ryan has a stressful
day, it doesn't matter; he's
dead. If his federal aid doesn't
come through for a few weeks
(which is likely) and he has
bills and books to pay for now,
it doesn't matter; he's dead.
Ryan's newfound lifelessness is not to be confused with
apathy. Ryan has actually
accomplished more since pass·
ing than he ever thought possible during life. He has found
that assignments and day-today operating procedures are
more easily completed when
Ryan's feelings don't get in the

Opinion

RYAN LEE
BROOKS
"WHAT A
WONDERFUL
WAY TO LIVE:
NOT TO UVE

AT AU"

way.
That's exactly the concept.
Get the feelings out of the way.
They have no place in a dead
man anyway. Stress leads to
stress, anger to anger, and
with Ryan's schedule, he doesn't have the time to mess with
how he feels.
Down to the nitty-gritty.
Ryan heard a sermon where
the pastor was teaching about
being dead to oneself. It's a
pretty foundational principle
jn the Christian faith. Real easy
to talk about, real difficult to
pull off. Paul the apostle said
he '"di~ daily." Me's obviously
not speaking in the literal
sense of the word, but talking
about death figuratively,
right? Maybe not.
It is impossible for a person
to die and continue living
without divine intervention
(as subtly alluded to earlier).
So, with the help of a loving
God that has a perfect plan for
Ryan all drawn out, he decides
to die and let God take over. If
God already has a perfect plan,
it would be brainless for Ryan
to figure things out for himself.
Hence, the dead method.
Someone asked me how I
was doing today (an especially
stressful day), and I replied, "It
really doesn't matter. I'm
dead."
What a wonderful way to
live: not to live at all.

appeal for proper pay adjustment and
explanation has not been answered.
This lack of a timely response violates the faculty grievance policy,
another red-letter policy. I have also
requested a hearing before the Board
of Regent's Faculty-Staff Affairs
Committee to report these violations
of Board policy. That request, as of
this writing, has not even been
acknowledged.
I'm not the only one wronged. lt
appears that a dozen or so faculty had
their recommended merit pay raise
cut by the P.resident this year. My
case may be the most blatant, in that
my merit pay was completely zeroed
out in spite of high accomplishment.
All of us had one thing in ,c ommon:
We had said or done things that could
be perceived as being opposed to the
president. or have been associated
with others of such kind.
The president. of cour~e. has the
responsibility to recommend pay
raises. I don't chnllenge that. But he
is to do so in accordance with the
Board of Regent:.;' salary policy (also
in red font), wherein the condition'>
for meritorious pay increases are
clearly and measurably stated. When

those conditions have been met and a intimidation of dissenters.
merit pay raise recommended and the
Continuation of this atmosphere is
President zeroes it out unjustifiably poisonous to the spirit of a university
on someone who has questioned his campus. The intimidation must stop,
actions. clearly retribution and intim- and must stop now, during the indeidation against further dissent is the terminate period that Dr. Alexander
is still with us as acting president.
message.
The Board of Regents has unquesIntimidation from the top has a
number of consequences. It destroys tioningly supported Dr. Alexander's
faculty and staff morale, for one. Ini- . actions, even when these violate their
tiative is reduced, also - why risk own policies. They appear unwilling
suggesting something that might be to consider that they or their presiperceived as not in accordance with dent could make a mistake. Their
the president's wishes?
lack of proper oversight contributes
Faculty turnover is high. lntimidat· to the problem.
ed faculty also lose their moral right
I a'lk that faculty, staff and students
to challenge their students to think stand with me in this cause. I realize
independently and engage in open that your power to act individually is
debate of alternative actions. if they limited, and that the risk to those who
are fearful of doing so themselves. do speak out is real. I will continue to
Finally, might not intimidation from stand out on the front line for you,
the top have an unintended trickle- but I need to feel that you are supdown effect, encouraging others in porting the effort by whatever means
positions of superiority to force their is possible for you.
opinions on those they control?
President Alexander has accomplished a number of good things at
Murray State. Let us not deny that.
William Call is an associate pro·
But amidst the positives, his legacy fessor in the Industrial and Engineerwill also include a reputation of fre - ing Technology Departmem. He is
quent contention with faculty and also president of the Faculty Senate.
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Great Beginnings needs revision . P~uking injustice occurs
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MATHIS
"WE ARE NOT
SMALL
CHILDREN
WHO MUST
HAVE THE
SIMPLEST FACTS
REPEATED TO
US TIME AND
AGAIN."

Before coming to college. I was told by professors. "No matter what you do, you are expect·
ed to have a certain level of intelligence." The
coddling that had come with elementary, middle
and high school would disappear, and thu!i, our
indoctrination into the "real world'' would begin.
Yet after attending three days of freshman orientation in the Great Beginning~ program, I wonder if Murray State is determined to postpone our
initiation into the world of college affairs.
When you analyze the University's orientation
program, you can break it down into two prol>lems.
The first falls in the category of how college ts
different from high school. The ''powers that be"
see lit to tell this to you incessantly There are
more social activities. Profes~ors do not care.
You are res-ponsible.
As if you could not foresee this for yourself,
high school teachers were constantly telling you
these facts. To make matters worse, Murray State
~ees fit to tell you these facts in three lectures and
several skits. If repetition had been eliminated,
the material covered in three speeches could just
a-; easily been covered in one- if needed at all.
The second problem lies with the Great Beginnings skits themselves. The focus of the skits was
on the evils of drinking. debauchery, rape.
anorexia, discrimination. etc. For instance. did
you know that drinking and driving i~ danger·
ous? That forcing se:~~ on others is rape? That
repeatedly having sex can be dangerous'? ln fact,
l doubt one freshman had not heard this or could
not tigure it out for themselves.
After 12 years of schooling, I believe everyone
know~ the inherent dangers of drinking, debauchery. etc. Whether you choose to net on thh
knowledge is your perogative. but a slap-stick
skit 1s not going to change your mind. Not only

did the University manage to reiterate 12 years of
schooling. the performers even managed to
repeat concepts given during the original orienta·
tion.
Had Murray State eliminated the rhetoric and
the blindingly obviou~ information. the informative portion of Great Beginnings would have
only lasted a day. To fill the time, University
officials should make apparent more of the rules
that govern the campu~. Tell us what we need to
do to join the newspaper and yearbook. J had to
ask computer systems technician Orville Hemdon that question. and it is not even his job to
answer. Tell us the specific rules govemmg residential colleges. Tell U!'> how to connect our com·
pulers to the net work.
These facts are specific to the institution, and
should be told to the students. IQ fact, I have still
not heard the answers to some of these questions,
but I have been told thot drinking and driving is
dangerous .. Where have I heard that before?
In all fairness. MSU IS only trying to preserve
rhe well-being of fre!>hmen . What Murray State
has forgotten is that these messages. or ones very
similar to !hem, have been given to us throughout
uur scholastic years.
We are not small children who must have 1he
simplest facts repeated to us time and again.
Freshmen have completed l2 years of schooling.
and while certainly are nol all·knowing. do know
some basic principles of how the world works. If
we do not, then why bother going to college?
Instead, we would slay in high school for anoth·
er year to figure things out.
Murray State should take a chance and not
extend grade school into college.

Adam L. Mathis is afreslmwn lzisrory major from
Grm·es Counr.v.

MSU parking pass ... $40
Cur towing fee ...$35
Parking ticket ...$1 0
Typical day at MSU... priceles~!
I've heard it said there is a
parking problem on campus.
Until recently. l hadn' t realized
ju~t how enormous the problem
had become.
My tirst real day of classes
was off to a great start when I
erroneously believed that leaving for class a half hour early
would get me there in plenty of
time.
For some rea'lon, it took me 15
minutes to travel the one mile J
live from cumpu~ . Then I had the
pleasure of trying to fit my SUV
10 between all the cars parked on
the curb to try to find a parking
space.
After another 15 minutes of
~earching the parking lots, a
lovely image appeared before
me: a vehicle vacating a coveted
parking space. I snatched up the
space without any worries I
might be parked illegally. Hey,
at least I wasn · t on -the curb.
right?
Already late. I rushed to class.
During my daily break I trudged

back across campus to my car
with the thought of a quick lunch
in mind. Imagine my surprise
and frustration to find my car not
only gone, but also replaced
with a new car!
For a brief moment I thought!
had lost my mind. Fortunately
nothing quite so drastic had happened. My car had just been
towed. That's no big deal if you
don't mind shelling out $35 to
get your car back. And don' t forget that nasty little parking ticket!
So instead of paying $40 to
park at MSU, it cost me $85.
Don't get me wrong. I wouldn' t
mind paying $85 to park. as long
as I'm guaranleed a space, nnd
my car will still be there when I
leave class.
Since I doubt anything will
change any time soon, l will just
walk the mile to class, and next
year l will save my $40 instead
of wasting it on a plastic windshield decoration that does me
absolutely no good.

Carin Peterson is an undeclared junior from Sioux Falls.
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Walker trial ends with jury deadlocked 10-2 in favor of acquiHal
STAFF REPORT

Jerry Wayne Walker. who was charged
wtth murder, arson and ac;sault in the Sept
18. 1998 Hester College fire, won a reprieve
when the jury for his trial was deadlocked at
10-2 in favor of acquittal. The trial was held
June 25-29 in Hopkinsville.
Michael Minger, a sophomore from
Niceville, Fl.. was killed in the Hester College fire, and Michael Priddy, sophomore
from Paducah, was in critical condition and is
still recovering from injuries that included
brain damage from oJtygen deprivation.
The trial was held in Hopkinsville because
Calloway Circuit Court Judge Dennis Foust
ruled the pretrial publicity in his county could
have altered the outcome of Walker's trial.
Foust, who heard the trial in Hopkinsville,
declared a mistrial after the jury had deliberated for less than four hours. A future retrial
ic; up in the air, as Special Prosecutor Jay
Wdhington of Owensboro must decide
whether he wants to relfy the case, drop the
charges or keep the case open indefinitely.
Wethington said Thursday he had not yet
made a decision on the case.
Walker's attorneys have vowed to stay
wilh Walker until the case is resolved and
will m<Jve to have the charges dismissed if
Wethington tries to keep the case open indef-

initely.
The eight-man, four-woman jury were sent
to deliberate at 4 35 p.m. and stopped once to
ask questions and report they were dead·
locked.
Foust sent them back to the jury room in
hopes they would reach a unanimous verdict
Just after 8 p.m., the jury reported it was
hopelessly deadlocked.
Foust instructed the jurors to consider sec·
ond-degree manslaughter and reckless homi·
cide charges. But. Jim Ausenbaugb, 47. a
juror from Hopkinsville, said the jury never
got past deliberations on the arson charge,
and two of the men on the jury could not be
convinced to change their vote, creating the
deadlock.
'1'hey were just convinced the evidence
showed in their mind he wa~ guilty, and we
were trying ro say there was a reasonable
doubt, but they couldn't see it any other
way," Ausenbaugh said.
"Those other two Gurors by law) had that
right," said Dennis Null, Walker's attorney.
"And I told the jury 'You have the right to
stand up for your rights."'
Durmg the trial, the Commonwealth
proved Walker bought $1 worth of gasoline
at the then-Super America gac; station located
on Five Points next to campus about 30 minutes before the fire.

hurt or kill anyone, but "was supposed to
have been done for attention."
In his closing arguments, Null said Walker was in error to write the letters, but that
was not enough to find him guilty. He also
asked jurors to remember when the fire start·
ed - Walker wa5 in his locked fourth-floor
room with his shoes off.
During a testimony period on the final day
of the trial, Walker's attorneys asked four
former MSU rugby players - Jeremy
Baker, Brian Levine, Jeremy McGrath and
Michael McDonough- about their where~
abouts the night of the fire.
The fonner players were four of seven
originally charged in the fire after they made
prank phone calls to rookie members of the
team the night of the fire. Those charges
were dropped without prejudice, meaning
they could be charged again later in the
Amy Drews/The Mayfield Messenger future.
Jerry Wayne Walker, left, is congratulated by an unidentified member of the
The players said the phone calls were done
audience after a mistrial was announced June 29 in the Hester College fire trial. to ..get them to come over" and "just to mess
with the rookies."
But Wethington could not prove Walker Walker wrote in an effort to mislead police.
Kentucky State Police Detective Steve
was at Hester College before the fire with a Three of the letters were addressed to Walk- Glenn testified the prosecution had no evicontainer to hold the gasoline. Deputy Fire er.
dence linking the rugby players to the fue.
Mar..hall Eddie Clark estimated 1-1.5 gallons
One letrer accused John Eveland, who was
of gas were used to start the fire.
then a student at Murray State, of setting the lnformalion for this staff repon came from
Wethington also produced six anonymous fire. Another letter wao; sent in January 1999 "The Mayfield Messmger" and the Associatletters that Walker's attorney's conceded to Priddy, saying the ftre was never meant to ed Press.
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BLUE AND GOLD CLUB
CHECKING
• Minimum of $50.00 To Open
• No Monthly Service Charge for Full Time
College Students
• Unlimited Check Writing
• First 50 Checks Free
*Murray State Checks are Available*
• Activity Statement Only E-Mail Images FREE
• ATM Card Available
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3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
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Oct. 23 date set
for Coffey trial

Cunningham awaits plea bargain decision
STAFF REPORT

STAFF REPORT
I

Fonner Murray State student Seamus Coffey faces federal charges of transmitting electronic communications in interstate commerce containing a threat or injury to others
in connection with bomb threats that forced
students to evacuate campus the week before
Spring finals. He will be tried in U.S. District
Court at 9 a.m. Oct. 23 in Paducah.
If convicted. Coffey could spend up to five
years in jail and a maximum line of $250,000.
Coffey, of Murray, wa'> originally scheduled to stand trial on July 30, but continuance
motions filed by Coffey's appointed public
defender were granted by Senior Judge
Edward H. Johnstone on July 10 and Aug.22.
Coffey is accused of sending e-mails to former Student Government Association President Michael Thorne stating he would set off
bombs in each building on campus if he was
not paid $ 1 million.
Coffey was initially charged with state
charges of terroristic threatening and attempted extortion. Those charges were dropped in
June. The current federal charges hold stiffer
penalties.

RAY CUNNINGHAM

A plea bargain in the ca.o;e of former
Murray State Racer basketball player
Ray Cunningham is sitting on the desk
of Calloway County Circuit Court
Judge Dennis Foust waiting for
approval.
If the plea bargain signed on July 23
by Commonwealth Attorney Gale Cook
and Cunningham's attorney Gary R.
Haverstock is approved. Cunningham's
original charges of second degree burglary, a class C felony carrying a five-

Haverstock could not be reached for
comment after repeated phone messages.
Under the terms of the plea bargain,
Cunningham entered an Alford plea. in
which Cunningham did not admit to the
charges, but conceded enough evidence
has been presented for a likely conviction if the ca-;e went to trial.
Upon acceptance of the plea bargain,
the three-year prison sentence would be
delayed for five years. while Cunningham attended sex-offender treatment
courses.

10 year sentence if convicted, and
attempted first degree sexual abuse, a
class A misdemeanor punhh.able with
up to one year in prison and a $500
fine, would be reduced co one charge of
third degree burglary. The sexual abuse
charged would be dismissed.
Commonwealth Anorney Cook said
she expected the judge to rule on the
plea bargain sometime in the next
month. She said she could not comment
further until a ruling is issued on the
plea bargain.
Cunningham's attorney Gary R.

Cunningham must provide the court
with proof of attendance and completion of the treatment recommendations
to avoid \'iolating the tive-year diver·
sion period and serving the po~sible
three-year sentence.
After the five-year diversion period.
the Commonwealth will a!>k the court to
di!imiss the indictment against Cunningham, as stated in the plea bargain.
As a condition of the plea bargain,
Cunningham also may play basketball •
overseas or anywhere in the United
States except in Kentucky.

Farm manager Joey Pendleton enters Alford plea on DUI charge ·
STAFF REPORT

State Sen. Joey Pendleton, DHopkinsville, entered an Alford
plea in Franklin County District
Court earlier this summer for a DUI
charge filed Feb. 8.
The DUI charge was filed after
Pendleton was pulled over by
police with a 0.20 blood-alcohol
level. more than twice the legal
limit, after attending a reception

-sponsored by Mothers Against
Drunk Driving-where alcohol was
served.
An Alford plea does not admit
guilt, but concedes enough evidence has been presented for a
likely conviction if the case went
to trial.
Judge Thomas Wingate ordered
Pendleton to pay $558.35 in fines
and costs, suspended Pendleton's
driver's license for 30 days and

-----

-

ordered him to attend 20 hours of
alcohol counseling. The penalty is
the minimum for a first-time DUI
conviction and the normal punio,h.
ment imposed in Franklin County
District Court for first-time
offenders who enter an Alford or
guilty plea, according to "The
Louisville Courier-Journal.''
"A~ a legislator. I am no different from anyone else, and the laws
of the state apply to us all,"

-~----.

Sunset Boulevard Music

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m .-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113
Jullt 1 Block From M!!iU Donn•
..,

t

I

Pendleton said in his court hearing. covered by "The Louisville
Courier-Journal" and the Associated Press. "1 should have u),ed
better judgment, especially in
view of my current medical condition .''
Pendleton takes
medication for low blood sugar.
"I made a mistake," he said to
"The Louisville Courier-Journal.''
"I apologize to my supporters and
my family for any embarrassment

~'t ..3.r 1JN(J8AM!
C..tl '?68·~100

--=-o

Surprise that someone
special with roses!

i

Si!DD~~~~::c · ~;r.r;. l ·
Car StMeo Speclall• t • eu.tom ln•Wlatlon

- - Bel Air Shopping Center - 753-0932

-y

--------------

-Tan all month for$19.95
-50o/o off tann ing products

· Free Pool All Day Lons
WednesdaY Niabt
HaPP» Hour · $1 BEER
SI ,BEER
Mon.-Sat. 5-l P.m.
641 In PurYear. TN
C901J 24'Z-5813

Nex t to Go od ys

this incident may have caused.''
"This would have been a long.
drawn·out process (to fight the
charges), and I want to get this
behind me and move on."
Pendleton, Murray State farm
manager, has served in the state
Senate since 1993.
He recently filed n notice with
state election regulators stating he
intends to run for State Agriculture
Commissioner in 2003.

1506 Chestnut Street
(across from the l&T Building)
www.LHouse.org
All services free of charge.

ld Free Pregnancy Test
~ Infonnation About ALL Choices
ld Caring and Confidential Help
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Pizza. BBQ. Pool. Bi~ Screen TU
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30 Days Unlimited
Long Distance Calls

For Only $69.95!
You only pay one flat rate for 30 days, regardless of
the number of long distance calls you make. Keep
your long distance company. Great for roommates
or shared phones.
Phone 345-2136
Email BUDTEL_CAM

759-ed g e{33 4 3)

"'Lhe Engagement Y?.ing Specialist"

Tune•up your engines with
the right parts from

INST ANT CRED IT W IT H AP PROVAL

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

712 Chestnut Hi II s S h o.P. ping Center
Next to Movie Worla

753-4424

Mu rray, KY

SOFTBALL
DEADLINE: 9/6

ENTRY FEE: $45/team

ROSTER LIMIT: 20

THE WHOPPERe SAYS:
Mandatory Coaches Meeting: 9/5 or 9/6 4:30pm, AM 101
Carr Health (rosters & entry fee must be submitted at this time).
Mandatory Officials Clinic: 9/10 or 9/11 7-9pm, City Park Field
(two officials required to represent every male team).
Play will begin 9/12, weather permitting. Residential College
games T &Th. Fraternity/Sorority M&W & Independent M-Th.

"Nothing can beat a Burger King® Triple Playl"
For a lmited time only, come into our loc:aly owned
puticipatlng Drury Restaurants, Inc. Burcer Kine®
and purchase a Cheeseburger for 49¢,

a Double Cheeseburger for only 99¢ ,
or a Triple Cheeseburger for $1.49!
ParticiDitlng locations Include:
Kentucky: P.tucah, Benton, Kuttawa, Mur,..y

--------------------------------------------------------~

A "Whopper®" of a Deal!

Rosters, rule sheets and additional information can be obtained by
stopping by or calling the Intra-Collegiate & Campus Recreation
Office (1st floor Curris Center) at 762-4458 .

,

Present this coupon and with purchase of a WHOPPER® sandwich
at regular price, get another one FREE! Limited time only!

•

Limit S FREIE WHOPPERe • with purch•• • of 5 WHOPP£Rh • t reaul•r price .
Not ta be UMd whh eny other~ Md offers lncludhiiJ ''"Item c:oupona ..,.. _ . . . drlr*s.
Void w'-- prohibited by •bte e.w. Sbte ..... t.x IMY be epplkable. c..lt .,.._ 1/10011.
0 2001 Burpr Kina Brllllds Inc. e xplr" 1/30/0l
Good 8t PllrtldJ)IItlna ........ K.... R•taunnts: Kentucky: h duuh, Benton, Kuttl_,
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State budget woes could lead to tuition increase
BY J ASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

T oM

D ENTO N

Vice President of
Finance and
Administrative
ServiC6s

"THE REDUCTION
IN THE
PERCENTAGE OF
PROPORTION IS
FORCING THE
TUITION ISSUE.

I

THINK YOU'll SEE
A GREATER
BURDEN BEING
CARRIED BY THE
STUDENTs.' '

The Murray Smte Board of Regents,
Acting President Kern Alexander and
other admimstrators in the next month
will discuss the possibility of raising
tuition for the 2002-03 school year.
With the shortfall of state revenue
from the falling economy, the Commonwealth of Kentucky's General Fund,
which funds all state activities including
the universities, will grow at its lowest
level in more than 10 years.
This predictament translates to fewer
funds available to pay for salaries, supplies and other general expenses for all
state universities, including Murray
State, and the possibility of a tuition
increase.
Tom Denton. vice president of finance
and administrative services, said Murray
State ha'l put 5 percent - $2.2-$2.3 mil·
lion- of its operating budget into a special savings account until University
officials know whether they can put the
money back into the cut programs and
services, or use the money ror other university general fund expenses.
The $2.2-$2.3 million were taken
from whatever expenses each department could cut.
"What we want to do is wait a little
longer and see what the state economy is
going to do.'' Denton said. "It's possible
some of those funds will be a pennanent
reduction. but at this point, we're waiting to see what the state economy is
going to do. The early indication is July

receipts were about a .7 percent increase
over the previous July, and the state had
budgeted n 3.5 percent increase over the
previous July. It's just one month, and
we have a long way to go. but that particular month wasn't very encouraging.''
Examples of the University cutting
comers include filling fewer open faculty
po~ition~. which translates to larger class
sizes: cuts in basic operational funds: and
part-time employee reductions, including
a $70,()()()..$80,000 reduction in part-time
custodial help.
Bill Call. Faculty Senate president, said
the faculty wanted lO be consulted more
on the cut'l that were made by the depart·
ments.
'1'he faculty are concerned that the
level of funding for general expenses and
supplies is just inadequate, and we were
not consulted on these cuts," Call said.
Call said Faculty Senate committees
would not meet and collaborate a formal
·reaction to the budget cuts until the October meeting.
Denton said the two major methods for
the University to pay for salaries, supplies
and other general expenses are through
students' tuition and state funding.
Special projects, such as the new education and science buildings. the new
extended Hopkin~ville and Henderson
campuses and the proposed $15 million
wellness center, are funded through the
Council on Post-Secondary Education
after it hears each state universities' priorities and decide which projects to fund,
Denton said.
That money is tied specifically ro those
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BY IOSEF MALLARD
CONTRiaunNG WRITER

Murray State administrators have
been promising for months that
schedules and grades will be available exclusively online, via the
school's
PIN
n\!twork
at
http://webpin.murraystate.edu.
That promise hm; become a reality
this semester.
"We tried all the traditional ways
to let returning students know about
the change." said Donna Harris, associate dean of the regi~trar' s office.
Mass emails and giant signs in the
residential college~ have been the
primary methods of communication.
with newspaper advertisements
planned for the future.
Jim Vaughan, interim dean of registration. said the ndministmtion was
planning to work with the Student
Government Association to get word
of the change out, but said that such u
meeting has not happened yet.
Billy Hansen. SGA vice president,
seemed to approve of the move.
'1'hey've made the necessary
upgrades to make it functional,''
Hansen said.
There are many reasons for the
changeover. Giving students easier
access to their own information is
one of the largest.
Evenrually, the University plans to

expand the information available on
thr PIN system to include declared
majon. and minor., and names of
advisers.
Reducing lines of students at the
registration desk was another consideration.
"This has really taken a lot of the
workload off of us," ~aid Tommy
Mnr:-;hall, a Registar's Office work·
er.
The late end date of this semester
is also a rea~on £or the Internet-only
conversiOn. Grades from professors
nre not due unul the Friday before
Christmas this year. and the Internet
is the only way to make grades
available by Christmas Day.
Harris and Vaughan say srudents
who have forgotten their PIN number should bring n photo ID to the
Registar's Office.
They will be asked for their signatures to reset their PIN number. A
fax may be acceptable if a student is
out of town, but a photo 10 and a
signature are musLo;.
Questions about the PIN system
mny be an!>wered on the Frequently
Asked Questions section on the
Web:;ite.
If not. a direct link to the Regis·
trar' s page from the PIN site give
students more information, or they
may call Kristi Jackson. coordinator
of registration, at 762-3762.

a Style

$15 - women • $11 -men
MSU - 1Oo/o OFF

Tonn•ng & Stoc'oge Aentnl

Mon. ·Thurs.

projects and cannot be used for any other
expenses.
The legislature will meet in lanuray to
determine how much of the state budget
will be appropriated to the each state
university. The current estimate is that
Murray State will receive a 2 percent
increase. which is a relatively small one
according to Denton.
The meager increase will likely lead
the Board of Regents to discuss raising
tuition.
"1 think we're in for a couple of years
of mediocre proportion increases," Denton said. "I think it will take a few years
for the state economy to get back on
track, so we're not anticipating large
proportion increases. How that will
affect the student<; is a greater portion of
revenue would come from tuition fees.
"And we've seen that trend for anumber of years, not just in the state of Kentucky, but most state!; in tbe U.S .•
(where) the reduction in the percentage
of proportion is forcing the tuition
issue," he said. "I think you'll see a
greater burden being carried by the stu·
dents."
·
Denton said University officials
throughout the next month will discuss
possibly raising tuition, as the school's
2002-03 budget must be in Frankfort by
Nov. l.
lf the Board of Regents does not vote
on the issue at its Sept. 7 meeting, they
will likely call a special meeting to vote
on a tuition increase, as their next sched·
uled meeting would not be until December.

Web site becomes sole source
to access grades, schedules

Now Accepting VIsa, lllstertml &Amerlcln Express

!MSU. St:utfents
10% discount off tannina PKkafts.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.
812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

753-3333

WALK-INS ONLY!

Did you know ...
Only three women have served as
SGA President in Murray State history?
Nikki Key is tile first in 22 years.

13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121 near Paris Landing

Now open sundays

~

@

Noon 901·232·8323

Coordinator, AIMS Program

Best Wislies Nikki!
We
proud of you!
~0111' .!'l;.s'ICIH'

~
ALPH A G AMMA 0 ELTA
su rrounded by sisterhood
The International Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation's Top Chapter

2
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Eat Buffet &
Drink

ou
Eat Buffet &
Drink

$8.59

$9.59

$6.99

LUNCH ONLY

DINNER ONLY

Expires 9-13·01

TRIO/Upward Bound Math and Science
Murray State University

Position to begin October 2901.
Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Math, Science, Computer Science. Health
Science, Agriculture, Engineering or related fields and two years experience
working with lmo.· intnme, first generation students required. Master's Degree
in Counseling, F.dur.ation. Human Smires, Communications or related fields
preferred. Experience woriJng with scronclary stud1mts, parents and high '
school personnel needed. Knowledge or collr.ge udmissions, academic
requirements, financial aid process and web page design. Excellent oral and
"Titten communication sl;Us and time management ~kills required.
Responsibilities: Plan workshop~ and actnitie:; for participants during the
academic year. Coonlinale class and evening urti\·ities during the summer
program component. Conduct bi-monthly M'hool visits and rollcgc preparation
workshops. Administers mt•ntoring progmm, pniJlishes monthly newsletter, and
maintains web page. Evening and wc!'kend work required during the ~ix-week
residential summer program, and occasionally throughout the year.
Application Deadline: September U.
To apply: send leth'r of application, resumr., and names of three
professional referenccli to: Uoris Clark l'arham, llirertor of AIMS Program,
Murray State Univmity, 303 Ordway Hall. Murray, KY 42071. AIMS is a
program of the U.S. Department of Education. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an equal education &
emplo}111ent opportunity, M/F/D, AA t'mployer.

Nicole .S. Rodrigue<
Her "hoi( lift ahead of ho:

Rat rlrar~ behind htr no":
Killccl by u Jnmh dnva
fuly II, 1993
Cittlrr, CA
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McConnell
Center set
for speeches
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Secretary of State Colin Powell will
headline the fall schedule of
speakers at the McConnell Center
for Political Leadership at the University of Louisville.
The center. established by U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, also will
host one of McConnell's sharpest
critics on the issue of campaign
finance - 91-year-old Doris Haddock, better known as "Granny
D."
Later the same day, Oct. 16, the
center plans to have a McConnell
ally address the issue - Laura W.
Murphy. chief lobbyist for the
American Civil Liberties Union.
Also on the fall schedule are
U.S. Sen. Barbara Mikulski, DMd., and Ezra Vogel, director of
the Asia Center at Harvard University and editor of a 1997 book,
"Living With China."
Gary Gregg. director of the center, said Powell's speech on Nov.
19 will require advance tickets
because of the expected demand.
"If you had to list the top speakers you'd think of in the country
right now, he'd be in the top five or
so," Gregg said.
The tickets will be available
from the center's Web site.
Mikulski, the longest-serving
woman in the Senate, will speak at
the law school on Sept. 17. Vogel,
the Asia specialist, will appear
Oct. 25.
The McConnell center will celebrate its 1Otll anniversary on Nov.
19 by holding a reunion for all of
its nearly 100 scholars.
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Dorm Room
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Thermal Carafe 8-Cup Coffeemaker
• The inJUiated kup (40 o:z./1200 ml) caraf. kHps coR..
fresh, hot and Ravorful for up to 4 houn. There's no "keep s
hot• plate, ao coH.. will never taste overcooked. fl 67708

23.5 Gallon
Storage Locker

• 32"l x 17"W x 12\I."H
• Rust-reaiatont metal plated latches
• Molded-in handles on each end
#17465

If you happen to

find a lower price,
we'll match it
PLUS take oH an
additional J0%1

56" Swing Arm
Floor Lamp
• Polished bran finiih
• Wheat p lea ted shade
• Reeded tube • 3 way
rotary twitch If 112096

$297
Deluxe
Storage/
File Crates

Combo Price
after moil-in reb ate

$158

#69881
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McCain
undergoes
surgery
PHOENIX (AP) Sen. John
McCain· underwent surgery Wednes- ~
day for a benign enlargement of his
prostate and experienced no complications during the operation. a
spokeswoman said.
McCain, whose 65th birthday was
Wednesday. will likely spend one to
two nights at the Mayo Clinic Hospi·
tal and is expected to make a full and
rapid recovery, said McCain spokeswoman Nancy lves.
Because of the surgery, the Arizona Republican had canceled a
planned Sept 4 speech in Minneapolis. but it wasn't immediately known
whether he would miss any other
public appearance.c;.
Enlargement of the prostate is
common among older men and can
lead to urinary difficulties.
During the procedure, enlarged
prostate tissue blocking the urethra is
cut away.
Doctors also fragmented stones
that had accumulated in McCain's
bladder because the prostate was
large enough to prevent the bladder
from emptying completely, lves said.
The stones were too large to
remove without an incision, so a
laser was used to break them into
smaller fragments, she said. McCain
was given general anesthesia during
the operation, which lasted about 70
minutes.
He had entered the hospital earlier
Wednesday. saying he looked forward to having "this minor" problem
resolved.
The fonner Republlcan candidate
for president underwent surgery last
August to remove melanoma. the
most dangerous fonn of skin cancer,
from his temple and upper arm.
McCain's office said checkups since
then have found no further signs of
cancer.
McCain just returned from a
five-day congressional delegation
trip to Estonia. Latvia. Bulgaria and
the Czech Republic.
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Compact • · · · • ·
Refrigerator
#11451 9
$109 Re frigerator - $10 Moil-In rebate
+ $69 .98 Microwave . $10 Moil-In
rebate • $158.98 for both
after moil-in rebate

• Fr..standing,
sturdy and
slackoble • Eosy to
dean, durable white
laminate finish
101091

0 .7 Cu. Ft. Compact M icrowave Oven
(MA-780M) #105687

$499

E.ach

• Bode-lit display • Headset
compotible(VT9122) 1123226

Translucent
BookMate Personal
Reading Lamp

Your Choice

_$3~~k
AAA
#33315;
93858

•Includes 9 volt bo"ery • Beep signals
when bc"ery is low • Test button 173074

1 Stack-A-Shelf
Stackable
Storage
Organizer

900 MHz Analog
Cordless with Call
Waiting Caller ID

9 Volt Smoke Detector

046

Your Choice

Batteries
• long-file
alkaline ba"eries
• Safer lor the
environment. no
mereury added

$629

8 Pack
AA

• Available in purpfe, blue,
graphite, green, ruby and
~rlll66415 - -- Translucent Holog.-_n M ini Desk lamp 11166473 $00.00
Translucent Desk Organizer lamp

1166475
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$00.00
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6 ' x9'1ound
lerberRug

18 Piece Home and
Carpenter Tool Kit

• Extremely duroble • Gteot
for heavy traffiC #31552

• MHb or exceeds ANSI
specifications # 122 5 61

Large Family-Size
George Foreman Grill
• Patented design for healthy cooking
fl102977

Desk Chair
• Adjustable, swivel seal
• Durable polyester fabric
1165905

1W' Combination
Padlock
• Stainless steel cose
1160070

1400 Lowes Dr.
753-9099
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Last

day to enroll in any
regular full-semester
course.

•Cinema

Interna-

tional - "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon." 7:30p.m .• Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

(_

Survey says: woffien want less
BY EMILY BLACK
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

•satmlar
•Cinema

lntema-

tiolllll - "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•sundaJ
•Bible Study University Church of
Christ. 9 am.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha - Elizabeth
College back lobby,
9: IS am. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterwards.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

•mondaJ
•Labor Day - No
Classes.

fl· 9
• • UU"-.

Some students enroll in college
to get an education. others come
to e~~:pand their horizons and others simply come looking for
love. However, the days of colleae-aged women searching for
that special someone on campus
may quickly be coming to an
end.
According to "Hooking Up,
Hanging Out and Hoping for Mr.
Right,''a recent study and survey
conducted by the Institute for
American Values, traditional
college courtships are becoming
a thing of the past and new forms
of dating and mating have taken
over.
In the past, if a girl said she
was going on a date, it meant
that they were going out to dinner and a movie and that each of
them would return to their
respective houses afterward.
Dating today. however, has
taken a whole new form. The
once typical date is becoming
difficult to find on college campuses.
According to the study, most
college relationships seem to fall
into one of the two categories:
those when couples spend
almost seven days a week
together, known as ·~oined at the
hip" relationships or those when
two students meet, go home
together and engage in some sort
of physical activity, otherwise
known as "hooking up."
According to the study this
new breed of dating could have
resulted from a number of possibilities. The study cites a high
American djvorce rate, co-ed
dormitories and previous bad

relationships as some possible
reasons why women are becoming more hesitant to get involved
in long-term relationships and
often fall back on hooking up
with members of the opposite
sex.
The study also states that one
of the biggest challenges facing
college-aged women is the lack
of eligible men. Women out
number men on college campuses with an average of 79 men for
every 100 women.
The study added that most
women entering college want a
chance to experience everything
college has to offer without
being tied down by a relationship.
Although there can be exceptions to the rule, it seems that
most relationships at MSU are
following the same formula
"I think randomness is a good
way to describe dating here.''
Lauren Haney. senior from
Hickman. said "'The situation
here is pretty much that everyone just hangs out. meets at a
party and hooks up. or dates for
three or four years and gets married.''
"Dating is not really dating
anymore." Denise Dietsch,
junior from Calvert City, said.
'1'he guy doesn't come to your
house and pick you up with
flowers anymore."
Women who once looked at
enrolling in college as a way to
further their quest for a husband
after high school are now taking
to the time to use the college
experience as a way to meet new
people, further their education
and pursue a career-of theiruwn.
According to the study,
women are also becoming more

particular about who they
choose to date and are more critical of relationships, deciding to
get out if their partner is not satisfactory.
According to the study, the
added pressure of constantly
being with your partner also can
make relationships difficult.
..The
major
difference
between trying to date in high
school and trying to date in college is that you can be together
24 hours a day," Haney said.
Although the lack of dating in
college and the new perspective
many women have adopted
when it comes to relationships
may seem like it mostly affects
women. men trying to date on
campus also run into problems.
"Girls at college either seem
to want only serious relationships or they just don't want to
date at all," Jacob Coley. senior
from Frankfort. said.
Although this study found that
many women are waiting until
after college to look into marriage, it does not mean they want
to forget about the ceremony all
together.
83 percent of survey respondents said getting married was
still a major goal of theirs, however they are waiting until the
rest of their lives are in order
first.
Despite any uceptions to
these new dating rules and ideas
of marriage. the findings of the
study and the attitudes of many
college-aged women across the
country seem to indicate that
college is no longer a place to
begin the search for a per:fcc:t
soulmate. but is a place to enjQy
themselves and find out about
who they are.

Photo illustration by laura Deaton/The News

Many college-aged l\omen today are looking for nings, not serious relationships.

Concerts bring diversity of acts to campus
8Y

EMILY BLACK

COUEGE LIFE EoooR

•SGA Student
Government Association applications for
freshman
senator
positions are available in the SGA
office on the Curris
Center first floor.
•CAB - the Campus
Activities Board will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center
Tennessee Room.

•wednesdq

Murray State University is planning an exciting September for its students with the scheduling of two upcoming concerts featuring Lifebouse and K-Ci and Jo Jo.
"We are trying to bring something for students
to the campus.'' Chad Price, Campus Activities
Board concert chair, said. "Everyone always
complains about the lack of things to do in Murray. so with concerts lik:e these, we are just trying
to give the students something to do."
Lifehouse, an up and coming rock band, that
is best known for the radio hit "Hanging By a
Moment," wiU be performing at the Regional

Special £vents Center on Sept. 18. They will be
joined by opening acts Michelle Branch and The
Calling. The concert will begin at 8p.m. Tickets
costs $18 for general admission and SIS for MSU
students with a valid university ID.
The band is beginning its fin.t headlining tour.
The band recently performed as the opening act
for bands such ao; Matchbox Twenty and Everclear.
Following the Lifehouse performance, the Student Government Association wilJ also be sponsoring a concert by the R & B duo K-Ci & Jo Jo.
best known for their hit song ..All My Life," on
Sept. 28 at RSEC. The concert will begin at
8p.m. Ticket prices for this event will be $1 S for
general admission and S10 for MSU students

different a~pects of music by bringing alternative. R & B and country artists to the campus."
SGNCAB is hoping to provide students with
ongoing activities and show them early on that
there will be events to attend at MSU with these
concerts
"Having the two shows back to back will be
great for us.'' Hansen said. "Especially because
they are in September when the students will just
be in."
Tickets for both concerts are on sale and available at the following locations: RSEC. the SGA
office. Sunset Boulevard in Murray, Betsy's
Hallmark in Benton, Unga Bunga Music in Pad- '
ucah, J Logan's in Mayfield and Tennessee Pit
Stop in Paris.

Lochte discovers truth about local legend
BY ScOTT GIBSON

•SGA Student
Government Association student senate
meeting will be held
at S p.m. in the Curris
Center
Barkley
Room
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 7p.m.

ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EolrOR

According to legend. radio was created in Murray by local legend Nathan B. Stubblefield in
1892.
Unfortunately this simple story has been corrupted and changed into the tolklme it is today.
Bob Lochte, journalism profes,or, ha~ recently
written a book to clartfy mi-;conceptions about the
life of Stubblefield and his involvement in the creation of a wireless telephone.
Lochte was familiar with the subJeCt when he
decided to wnte his book. " Kentucky Fanner
Invents Wireless Telephone. But Was It Radio?
Facts and Folklore about Nathan Stubblefield."
"I'd been looking into Stubblefield's story for
about I 0 or II years." Lochte o;aid.
ve done several short pieces on him and I wrote a 1ohort script
for a documentary."
Lochte. because of his knowledge, received several calls a month from people who could not find
all the information they wanted in Pogue Library.
"It seemed to me that it would stmplify things if
folks had a book like this about Stubblefield,"
Lochte said. "lt"s kind of a service if people want
to know more about him."
Stubblefield creatc:d a wireless telephone in
1892 to help connect the rural community of Murray. His intention \\as to build an electrical communication system. Lochte said.
He felt the need for wtreless commumcation
because running telephone wires across Murray
would be a time consuming and costly venture.
Stubblefield could have been known, not JUSt in
folklore. as the father of radio had he not incurred
setbacks.

·•r

•thandaJ
•SGA Student
Government Association applications for
freshman
senator
positions are available in the SGA office
on the Curris Center
fi.J'St floor.

•Cinema
International- "Chacun Cherche Son
Chat (When The
Cat's Away)" 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free
Admission.

with a valid 10.
K-Ci and Jo Jo arc internationally known
artists who have recorded such ongs as "Forever My Lady.'' "Stay" and '"Lo'\e Always." They
are also the only act in music history lo have a
nurnber one pup song. rap song and gospel song.
"We decided they were up and coming bands."
Billy Hansen. vice president of SGNpresident of
CAB, saidof Lifehouse and 1<-Ci and Jo Jo. "We
just wanted to grab them when we first had the
chance."
By providing su<:h diverse acts from the music
industry, the SGA hopes to reach all students.
"Our staff has been working really hard to
bring something to Murray for everyone," Price
said...We are trying to make sure that we cover

Ryan

B~he

News

Bob Loehte displays his book about loeal folklore legend Nathan B. Stubblefield.
Stubblefield Is often credited with the Invention of the radio.

"
I

"He had a great idea, but he didn't have the technology;· Lochte said:
Members of the community had already joined
efforts and funding, and had superior technology.
They ended up putting Stubblefield out of business, Lochte said.
For his book, Lochte spent many hours working
with Larry Albert. WQTV engineer. collecting
information from the Pogue Library and reading
through files and folders stored in cardboard
boxes.
"He (Stubblefield) was a local legend,"' Albert
said. ''I was just trying to figure out what was true
and what wasn't."
Lochte•s hope was to make information about
Stubblefield available to people outside of Murray.
"Before. if people wanted to know about Nathan
Stubblefield and the history of Murray. they had to
come to Murray," Loch.te said.
Now, instead of digging through files and boxes,
they have one resource they can rely on.
Lochte and Albert were not the first team to look
for the truth about Stubblefield's creation.
"Most everything we found was repetitive
rehashes of previous articles;• Albert said. "These
people went to the previous articles for their informauon instead of going to the source."
Lochte and Albert found the patent for Stubblefield's wireless telephone. The two took the information on the patent and constructed a replica of
Stubblefield's model in 1992.
"We didn't say whether it was a radio or not."
said Albert. "The book pretty much tells the rest."
Lochte's book was released last week and ls
available al the University bookstore and can be
ordered on the Web site, www.nathanstubblefield .com. for Sl6.9S.
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TopFive
•music
1. Various Artists "Now 7"
2. Alicia Keys - "Songs In
A Mirror''
3. 'NSync - "Celebrity"
4. The Isley Brothers ''Eternal"
5. Usher - "870 1"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. America n Pie 2
Starring Jason Biggs and
Shannon Elizabeth
2. Rush Hour 2
Starring Jackie Chan and
Chris Tucker
3. J ay a nd Silent Bob
Strike Back
Starring Jason Mewes and
Kevin Smith
4. The Others
Starring Nicole Kidman
5. Ra t Race
Starring Breckin Meyer and
Amy Smart
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Road Trip

Seven bands to rock Louisville
BY SCOTT G IBSON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

It' s the first weekend of school,
everyone has gone home and
there' s nothing to do i'n Murray.
To top it all off. it's Labor Day
weekend.
Luckily Murray State University is locate.d within a reasonable
distance from many bigger cities:
Louisville, roughly four hours
away, depending on how fast the
Western Kentucky Parkway is
driven, is hosting a fine selection
of bands for a cheap price.
Tomorrow on Louisville' s
riverfront. seven bands will perform at the 2001 Bud Light LRS

Fest. The event includes the
bands Saliva. Cold, Stroke 9,
Tantric, Dope. Bad Ronald and
Lifer.
The Louisville-based radio station, WLRS, has tried to bring
quality bands into the city at a
cheap price. said Davie Hill, promotions director.
''Anything going on this year
has ticket prices going way up
there," Hill said. "Philadelphia
had a fest like this and it was $46
a ticket."
With tickets to the LRS Fest set
at only $10, the station hopes it
doesn't exclude anyone.
Not only are tickets cheap, the
new Riverfront Park is compara-

tively the best site in Louisville to
have a concert, as WLRS has
learned.
"When we first started doing
this in '99, the city wanted to
draw people to the riverfront,"
Hill said. "Now we've found it's
the best place logistically. This is
where we' ve had all the other
rests, and we wanted to keep the
consistency."
Consistency is good for
WLRS. especially when referring
to the praise the station, and
Louisville. gets from many bands
that have played in the city.
''There is a lot of word of
mouth spread throughout the
bands that Louisville is a great

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All vou need
is semi-reflable trimsportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

place to play live," Hill said. "We
sent out a notice earlier this year
looking for bands. The ones that
wanted to come but couldn't
make it let other bands know
about it."
Tantric, a band that got it's
start in Louisville, happened to
have a break on the date of the
festival.
"We got lucky with Tantric.''
Hill said. 'They signed on late,
but since they're from Louisville
they wanted to play. and they
thought what better place to play
than on the riverfront."
The gates for the 200 I Bud
Light LRS Fest open tomorrow at
4 p.m. on the Great Lawn.

• around town
Even if you have the
unfortunate luck of being
stuck i~ Murray over Lat>or
Day weekend. don't worry
there is at least one thing to
do. Rubber Soul will be
playing at 9 p.m. today, at
Saturdays; .

•1hour drive
Paducah - Watch a classic
or see a movie that didn't
have a $ 100 million budget.
Now playing at the Maiden
Alley Cinema, "Radiers of
The Lost Ark," Friday Monday, 4: 15 and 7p.m and
"Starrup.com," 1:30 and
9:40 p.m. Friday - Monday.
Tickets are $4.

Source: Associated Pres.<~

•books
1. Clive Cussier - "Valhalla

Rising"
2. Bruce Wilkinson - "The
Prayer of Jabez"
3. Tom Clancy - "The Bear
and the Dragon"
4. Spencer Johnson - "Who
Moved My Cheese?"
5. Stephen E. Ambrose ''The Wild Blue"
Source: Associated Press

• website of the week
bttp:/Jwww.viewaskew.com
Can't get enough of Jay and
Silent Bob? Check out the
official website of writer and
director Kevin Smith for
news, merchandise and all the
New Jersey trivia you can
handle.

• 2hour drive

•Saliva

•Cold

•Stroke 9

•Tantric

•Dope

This is a Memphis
basedhard-rock
bandTheir debut
album "Every Six
Seconds" features the
band's hit single
''Your Disease."
Their newest relea!>e.
"Click. Click Boom,"
is featured on the
"American Outlaws
Soundtrack."

Cold hails from Jacksonville, Fl. Currently they have three
songs on rotaion
from their album.
" 13 Ways to Bleed
on Stage/ ' The song:.
are "End of the
World," "No One"
and "Just Got
Wicked.''

This San Fransisco
band has appeared on
Ron Howard's
"EdTV .'' Stroke 9
visited Murray State
Univer-;ity during the
Mentos Freshmak.er
tour in the ~pring of
2000. Their newest
song is featured on
the "Jay and Silent
Bob Soundtrack."

Tantric has opened
for Metallica in coocert. The band is
composed mostly of
members from the
band, Days of the
New, and is native of
LOuisville. Their
self-titled debut
album features
"Breakdown" and
"Astounded"

Originally from
Florida, this band
now calls New York
their home. Dope has
toured with Fear Factory and Slipknot.
Dope ha.s recently
covered the 1980s hit
"You Spin Me
'Round (Like a
Record)."

Nashville - Drive on down
and see the essential
Southern rock band. Lynyrd
Skynyrd will be playing
Sunday, AmSouth
Amphttheatre; 7 pm,
$16.50 - $36.

•Bad
Ronald
Bad Ronald's selftitled debut album is
expected to be
released in early September

•IJifer Lifer's self-titled
debut was released
earlier this year.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
l.r-

Cincinnati - Experience a
Frisbee Dog Show and a
Ruboer Duck Regatta at
Riverfest 2001,
noon- 11 ~.m. Sunday.
Yeatman s Cove; , Free.
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MSU not backing
away from Rebels
BY JusnN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

got a pro ann. There· s no doubt that
he's going to be a tremendous quarterback, but it's his first game, and
there's a lot of pressure on that kid.
I hope that pressure can get to him
a little bit."
The Racers also return junior run·
ning backs Mario Riley and Gamer
Byars who combined for more than
1,600 yards last season. Seniors Joe
Gunn and Charles Stackhouse combined for just under 600 yards last
year for the Rebels.
Senior wide receiver Michael
Slater, who caught 43 passes for
819 yards in 2000 for the Racers
and is MSU's top returning receiver, said the Racers can beat Ole
Miss "as long as we do all the little
things right."
"Everybody is real upbeat and
excited about going down there and
trying to pull off an upset;• Slater
said.
The Rebels' top returning receiver. senior Omar Rayford, caught 19
passes for 229 yards last season and
will play behind freshman Trey
Fryfogle at the flanker position.
"l think they're going to have one
of the better offenses in the SEC,"
Pannunzio said. "I think they have
better receivers than when I was
there.''
Pannunzio said the defense is
also looking good going into tomorrow's game. but that the Racers'
can not afford any injuries.
"Defensively, we' ve had some
kids surface," Pannunzio said.
"We're .still thin over there. All season long we' re going to have to stay
healthy."
Pannunzio said the Racers must
also be mindful of the little things
that are sometimes the difference
between winning and losing games.
"We have good kids here," Pannunzio said. "We have kids that
really care about each other and are
committed to what we' re doing.
There is no reason for us not to be
disciplined. If you do what you' re
~upposed to do and pay attention to
the little things you're going to be
:;uccessful."
Many of the Racers are viewing
the trip to Oxford as a homecoming.
Pannunzio and 16 players (seven
starters) hail from Mississippi.
"For me, it' s a big week because
Ole Miss is like home to me and my
family,'' Pannunzio said.
Pannunzio said the SEC atmosphere should not have an abnormal
affect on his team's performance.
"It's a big thing for our kids to go
play in that kind of environment."
Pannunzio said. " I told them that if
we get in a situation where noise
becomes a factor. then they' re
doing a good job because that
means we have them on the ropes:
It should be a friendly sound to us.
My kids will come out and play
hard. They' re not scared."

Many college football aficionados nationwide have labeled Murray State's season opener at Southeastern Conference powerhouse
Ole Miss the biggest mismatch of
the season. The Racers. however.
are not backing away from the
Rebels despite the consensus opinion that they have little chance of
winning tomorrow.
"I'm excited about the way our
team has prepared,'' said Racer
head coach Joe Pannunzio at Monday's press conference. 'There will
be a few upsets this Saturday. and
hopefully we can be one of them. ..
Childress said the team is using
the media's disrespect toward them
a.c; motivation.
"Nobody's really giving us a
chance to beat these guys," Childress said. "We"ve been using the
newspaper clippings and radio
broadcasts as motivation. We know
that we have a lot of athletes here
and that we can play with them. l
can't wait to get down there."
The Racers have a potentially
more explosive offense than the
Rebels, but the Ole Miss defensi,·e
unit could cause problems for
MSU.
Karri Rubeck/The News
"It concerns me that we' re playing
an SEC defense," said PannunMurry Rhodes, senior offensive guard, and Michael Slater, senior wide receiver, block defenders during a scrimmage at practice
zio, who was on the Ole Miss
Tuesday.
coaching staff from 1994 to 1998.
"We've got our work cut out for us.
They also have a new defensive
coordinator. and he's a guy that's
been known to be a blitz guy and
hurts you. Having him back is really going to the season ends. The good part about that is kind of wild and exotic in his looks.
Bv JusnN McGILL
help us."
that they've looked pretl)' good in the practices lllat's really hindered our preparaSPOI!rs Eotroa
tion."
The Racers' cornerbacks, sophomore Josh we' ve had."
MSU sophomore quarterback
Catlett
and
junior
transfer
Malcom
Moore,
The biggest question mark on the offensive
After coaching Lhe Murray State Racers to a
6-5 record in his first season as head coach, Joe will man the position Lhat disappointed Pan- side of the ball will be MSU's corps of wide Stewart Childress started every
nunzio the most last season.
receivers, led by senior Michael Slater, who game last season. completing 230
Pannunzio's focus has not changed.
of 392 pass attempts for 2,928 yards
''You
can'
t
play
great
defense
when
you
caught 43 passes for 819 yards last season.
"It all starts with goals.'' Pannunzio said at
give
up
big
plays,
and
we
did
that
too
much
"We' ve been decimated a little bit at wide and 20 touchdowns. Pannunzio said
the Racers' preseason press conference Aug.
receiver." Pannunzio said. "We' ve got Childress is already showing signs
17 "Our goal will never change. Our goal will last year," Pannunzio said.
Pannunzio said no major changes will be Mkhael Slater coming back, and he's got a of improvement in recent weeks. ·
be to win a national championship. I don·r
'The biggest problem I have with
made
to the defensive scheme, but that the chance to be as good a receiver as there is in
jOE PANNUNZIO
know that it will happen thh year or next year.
Stewart
right now is he' s putting a
addition
of
defensive
coordinator
Mike
Vite
Racer head coach
Lhis
league.
He's
got
a
chance
maybe
to
be
a
but it will always be our goal."
little more pressure on himself,"
has already made a positive impact. Pannunzio pro football player one day."
P..mnunzio
said
two
problem
areas
for
last
"OUR GOAl
The one position that raises no questions for Pannunzio said. "He's trying to
year's team have been addressed, and those said some players have become attached to
Vite
and
have
disciplined
themselves
when
WILL NEVER
MSU is running back. Juniors Mario Riley and take it all in his own hands, but
corrections will be vital to the 200 I Racers·
working with him.
success.
Gamer
Byars combined for more than 1,600 that's a good problem to have."
CHANGE. OUR
"When that happens you've got a real yards on the ground lao;t year. Senior tight end
The bulk of Ole Miss sophomore
"No. I, we have to stay healthy, and that's
GOAL Will BE TO the cao;e for every team," Pannunzio said. "No. chance to be successful," Pannunzio said. Josh McKeel caught 18 pac;ses and will pro- quarterback Eli Manning' s game
"That's what I'm most excited about.''
experience came in the Music City
vide a stable target for Childress.
WIN A NATIONAl 2. our defense has to play better. We can't play
Vite
said
the team ha.s an advantage becau::.e
Bowl in December. Manning
Murray
State's
seao;on
begins
6
p.m.
tomorthe style of defen~ we played last year and
it has players who are excited about working row at Ole Miss in Oxford. Miss .• and contin-, played well, completing 12 of 19
CHAMPIONSHIP. "
expect to win championships. You can score
hard and learning.
ues at6 p.m. on Sept. 8 in Roy Stewart Stadi- passes for 168 yards and three
all the points in the world, but if you don' t play
''They care about the game, and they want to
defense you' re not going to win. Our defense
um against Illinois State. lSU is led by former touchdowns. However, little stress
learn more every day and get better," Vite said.
was placed on him in that game,
has to be more consistent and more fundamen· "They do what we ask them to do. We're hard MSU head coach Denver Johnson.
''After those two games, I think we' ll know which ended with a 49-38 West
taly sound."
on them, but they want Lhat. They want to be
a lot about our football team,'' Pannun1io said. Virginia victory. Manning replaced
Injuries to senior defensive end Ed Johnson the best."
Romaro Miller in the second half
and senior free safety Jeremy Davis were
Many key players from an offensive unit 'Those are two of the tougher games on our
detrimental to MSU's defense last season. that averaged over 450 yards and 33 poin£S per schedule. and if you really want to be a play- after Ole Miss was well behind.
Pannunzio said Johnson' s return will boost game la.' t season returned this year. Perhaps off-caliber team. we' ll know where we stand Tomorrow. the weight of an entire
college football game will be on his
the defensive line,
the most important part of that unit is sopho- on that at that point in time.''
shoulders
for the fust time.
"He wa'> our best defensive lineman," Pan- more quarterback Stewart Childress, who
Pannuntio also has Tennessee Tech {Oct. 6
"He' s a real football -smart guy,"
nunzio said. "He's had a good summer, and pa~sed for nearly 3.000 yards last seac;on.
in Cookeville, Tenn.) and Eastern Illinois
Pannunzio said of Manning. "He's
hopefully he' ll stay healthy. Everybody in
"We' re very fortunate that he's a sopho- (Nov. 17 in Charleston. II!.) highlighted on his
America complains that they don 't have more," Pannunzio satd. "If l don't screw him schedule. Tech finished behind first-place EIU
enough defens1ve linemen, and I think that's up in the next few years, I think he's really in the preseason Ohio Valley Conference poll.
always going to be the case. Right now I think going to be good. He had a tremendous sum''Tennessee Tech is a team that for ~ure ha'i
we've got five or silt kids that have a chance to mer. He worked hard, and as athletic a'> he is, a chance to win our league,'' Pannunzio said.
be really good. They're good play-hard type and as good as he is, he's an even better kid. '"They have a lot of kid'> coming back, and
Sept. I @ Ole Miss 6 p.m.
players.''
Sept. 8 vs. Illinois State 6 p.m.
We' ll be able to get some leadership out of they're really well coached."
Davis. who was injured in a 44-28 loss to him this year."
EIU handed the Racers their worst defeat of
Sept. IS vs. North Alabama 6 p.m.
Middle Tennessee la~t year, ~hould be the cat·
Pannunzio said the Racers· offensive line the 2000 season. a 48·7 loss, which Pannunzio
Sept. 22 @ Southern Illinois I :30 p.m.
alyst for improvement of the defensive sec- lacks depth but that Childress will have plenty is ready to avenge.
Oct. 6@ Tennessee Tech 2 p.m.
ondary. which is critical to the team's success of protection.
''We went up there la.'t year and played ac;
Oct. I 3 vs. Eastern Kenutcky 3 p.m.
this year.
"You need eight or nine (offensive linemen) bad a.~ any team I've coached," Pannunzio
Oct. 20 @ Southeast Missouri I p.m.
''That really hurt our secondary," Pannunzio to get you through the seac;on and we probably said. "I'm really anxious and glad that we're
Nov. 3 @ Tennessee State I :30 p.m.
said of Davis' injury. "In the serondaryyou've have only six or seven," Pannunzio ~d . going up there for the last game of the sea-;on.
Nov. I 0 vs. Tennessee-Martin I :30 p.m.
got to play together with a lot of cohesion, and "Unfortunately, two of these freshmen we've I hope that game will be for the champiNov. 17 @ Eastern Illinois 2:30 p.m.
when you don' t have that guy back there. that brought in will probably have to play before onship."

Pannunzio sets sights on championship
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Hayes' comment about Racer football was unnecessary
Sports Talk

"Ugliest match up: Murray State or
Mississippi. Nothing quite like a Di,•i·
sion 1-M team to get QB Eli Manning 's
confidmce going. Cupcake scheduling
in the SEC has officially hit an all-time
low. The Rebels would be better off
scheduling their Sept. I season opener

jUSTIN

McGILL
"MATI HAYES
IS A POOR

MAN'S jiM
ROME."

against Jackson (Miss.) Provine lligh,
»1lich prnhah(v has better athletes than
Murray Stelle. ''
Thank you. Matt Hayes.
While the above par.1graph. which
ran under Hayes' name in "The Sport·
ing News'' 2001 NCAA college football preview, drew the ire of the majority of Racer football fans. I choose to
express my appreciation for Hayes'
ingorant co~parison of MSU to
Provine High. a.<; well as my frustration
with the stupidity of some high profile
:-;ports "journalists,"
Undoubtedly. that paragraph is taped
up in the Stewart Stadium locker room.

probably in .several different places.
reminding the Racers that the majority
of the nation predicts an ugly and lopsided finish against Ole Miss tomorrow.
Let's be honest for a bit. On paper,
the Division 1-AA Racers, who strug·
gled to a 6-5 record last season, appear
to have little hope of defeating any
Southeastern Conference team. much
less n team that has finished recent seasons with bowl games.
That's not to say that the Racers represent the proverbial snowball in Hell.
MS U has a capable: quarterback in
sophomore Stewart Childress. guys like
seniors Michael Slater and Josh McK·
eel that provide stable targets for Childreo;s, and a core of solid running backs
led by j uniors Mario Riley and Gamer
Byars.
A number of additions huve been
made on the defensive side of the ball

Hayes has the right to whatever opinin an attempt to strenghthen the Racers'
biggest problem area. Senior defensive ion he chooses. He ha.'i obviously choend Ed Johnson and senior free safety sen an ignorant one. He has, for no
Jeremy Davis have recovered from la.-;t good reason, decided to run down an
year' s injuries and will also provide a improving college football team in the
hopes that he might get noticed and be
boost to the defense.
Ole Miss ha~ a talented, but young offered his own television show like
quarterback in Eli Manning. Typically. Jim Rome.
young quarterbacks don't play well
Matt Hayes is a poor man's Jim
when they get knocked around early by Rome. Rome is a commentator attemptthe opposing defensive line. If the Rac- ing to pass as a journalist. His television
ers' d-line can get past the Rebels' show. 'The Last Word with Jim Rome"
offensive line, who's to say that the on Fox Sports, is the single biggest
Rebels' passing game wouldn't fold'! It waste of a half hour of air time in
America. besides any show featuring
could happen.
Of course. that raises the question of Andy Dick. 1suspect Hayes look~ up to
whether or not MSU could stop the Rome.
Rebels' rushing attack. While the
What's sad is the fact that some uninanswer to that question is of utmost formed television executive may see
importance, it will have to wait until Hayes' comments. mistake them for
tomorrow. Right now. the point of this rational thought. and waste millions of
dollars sponsoring him.
column is at hand.
What is it, you ask?
Had Hayes· comments appeared in

the vein of commentary, they would not
be as insulting: but. they didn't They
appeared in the only paragraph of a relatively well-written college football
preview that seemed to have no purpose
other than to call attention to Hayes.
Maybe Provine is a good football
school. MSU Head Coach Joe Pannunzio even hinted at it when ao;ked about
Hayes' column at Racer Media Day
three weeks ago. Ed Johnson played
there.
Still, to insinuate that any high school
football team hao; better athletes than
any 6-5 college football team is ludicrous. A winless college team, maybe.
But not an improving Racer team.
Thanks again, Matt. But, in the
future, keep your idiocy to yourself.

'
Justin McGill is sporrs editor of "The
Murray State News."
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OVCACTION

5potti.Jaht
Brett McCu tch an,
Cuyler Hedley
Brett McCutchan
and Cuyler Hedley
are in this week's
Racer SportLight.
McCutchan,
junior first-base- , Thoroughbreds hold tryouts
man for the ThorSept. 5 at Stewart Stadium
oughbredsd, was
Murray State's baseball team, the
named to the
Thoroughbreds, will hold tryouts at
National Division
4:30 p.m. Wednesday. Ful l-time
AU-Star Team for
Murray State students interested in
the Northe,\St Col- trying out should attend an informalegiate Baseball
tional meeting at the Weaver Acade·
League.
mic Center in Roy Stewart Stadium,
At the time,
room 209.
McCutchan was
hitting .347, rank·
Samford becomes 11th team
ing him fourth in
the league. He
in Ohio Valley Conference
lhae 34 hits, with
Samford University in Huntsville,
~4 runs and 17
Ala., will become the 11th member of
RBI's in 30 games
the Ohio Valley Conference. The
Hedley, sophoexpansion is the largest in the 53-year
more member of
history of the conference. Samford
the women's golf
will join the conference no later than
team, won the
June 1, 2003 and will be the first prip restigous Ontario vate institution to join the OVC.
Amateu r Match
Play ChampiFormer Vanderbilt guard
onship on Aug. 2
'at the Elmira Golf joins Racer basketball squad
Club. She won
Rick Jones, a former Kentucky Mr.
the competition on Basketball, signed with the Racers
the !SeCOnd hole
basketball team. Jones, from Scott
playoff against
County, is a former Vanderbilt ComRyley Webb, who
modore and played in all thirty
1ranked 75th in the games his freshman season.
~CAA Division I
While at Vanderbilt_ jones averGolf at the Oniver- aged 5.7 points per game and led the
stiy of New Mexi- team in 3-point shooting percentage
co.
(.482). jones' best game with the
Commodores came during the South-
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eastern Conference (SEC) tournamen t , . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
as a freshman. He hit 8 of 9 from the
3-point line and finished with 24
points.
jones becomes the fourth guard
...... 11
tsigned by the Racers during the
recruiting season. He joins the Racers
w ith three years of eligibility remaining in his college career.

...,..,

....,.., ,...
............

Women's basketball adds
new assistant coach, recruits

..........,..

The women's basketball team
announced on June 26 the hiring of
Sabrina Dial, who served as an assistant at the University of Idaho in
2000-01 season. Her areas of focus
will be assisting with recruitment and
working with post players.
The Lady Racers also signed Brittany Park, a 5-8 gua rd from
Coatesville, Ind., Rebecca Reminton,
a 5-9 guard from Scandinavia, Wis.,
Beth Schnakenberger, a 5-11 forward
from Buffalo, Mo., and Asjah Zinnerman , a 5-5 guard from Indianapolis.

o.t.e

_ ,... 2,...

MU
........... fait.
. . . , '11'11 ....

Mumy ranked 149th Best
Sports City In United States
The St. Louis-based publication,
"The Sporting News," released their
annual rankings of the Best Sports
City. Murray was rated 149 out of
375 cities. New York-New JerseyLong Island ousted St.Louis from the
top spot on the list.

Karri Rubeck/The News

Kicking off the season:

A group of Racer football players stretch
during their practice session Thesday. The Racers' season begins a gainst Ole
Miss at 6 p.m. tomorrow In Oxford, Miss.

Wayne Gret-

zky, widely con-

Preseason OVC
Football Poll

sidered the best
hockey player
' • ever to don
skates, began hi:;

Eastern Illinois

Tennessee Tech
Eastern
Kentucky
p,rofessional
Murray
State
care~r with the
Tennessee State
Edmonton Oilers
Southeast
Missouri State
in the 1979-1980
UT-Martin
season,
J~

Source: ESPN

Voted by ovc Coadles and
sports information direc·
tors.

~

Preseason OVC
Volleyball Poll

2001 MSU Voleybal
Home Schedule

Preseason OVC
Women's Soccer Pol

UT-Martin (61)
Eastern Illinois (56)
SEMO (53)
Austin Peay (37)
Murray State (34)
Morehead State (32)
Tennessee Tech (24)
Eastern Kentucky (19)
Tennessee State (8)

S.,pt. 14 Eastern l<ent\Jcky 7 p.m.
Sept. 15 Morehead State Notlf1
Sept. 20 Tmnes:;ee-Martln 7 p.m.

Tennessee Tech (22)

Sept. 2S Evansville 7 p.m.
Sept. 28 SEMO 7 p IllSept. 29 Eastern Illinois 2 p.m.
Oct. 2 Snuthern nlfnois 7 p.m.

Oct. 9 Tennessee State 7 p.m.
Oct. 27Tennessee Tech 2 p.m.
Nov. 6 Austin Peay 7 p.m.

'--.lr

Home Soccer Schedule

Athletics Schedule
Women's

Volley~\1

Today vs Ut.-.h St.ttt! (0 Fort Collins,

Eastern illinois (21)
Murray State (16)
SEM0(16)
Morehead State (10)
Tenndsee-Martin (5)

Sept. 1 fUPU-Fort Wayne I p.m.
~· 9 Arkansas 1 p m.
Sept. 14 Arkanaaa-Uttle Rock 4 p.m.
Sept. 22 Samford 1 p.m.
Sept. 23 Alabama A&M I p.m.
O.:t. 4 Louisville 4 p.m.
Oct..7 Uptieomb 1 p .m.
Oct. 21 Morehead Statel p.m.
Oct. 27 Tennes&ee Tech 1 p.m.

Colo.)6pm.
Sarurday 0 Colorado St.lte I p.m.
Wednesday 0 St. l.tluis 7 p.m.
Football
Satutdlly @Ole Miss b p.m.
Wo mn1'a Soccer

Wednetiday 0 Wl'tltem Ktmtucky 7
p.m.
Crou Country
Saturday @ Southern lllinnls (T1m~
not availablt')

II I l l Mo4J¥C
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Voted by OVC Coaches.

Voted by OVC Coaches.
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2001 MSU Women's
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658 B N. 12th St.
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Neighborhood Grill & Bar

- - ALL M!iU !iTUDEI\IT!i REI\IT FOR S 1

Starting !iept. 1 - for a limited time only
M

U

LD

If you are interested in a fun, exciting, lively environment,
then Applebee's is the place for you!
Applebee's needs energetic, self-motivated individuals
who want to have fun and earn BIG BUCKS in the process.
we offer both part-time and full-time positions, and an
excellent benefit package!

Accepting applications for the following:
L
Aug. 31

Sept. 11

Sept. 15

Available on VHS & ~ Available on VHS & ~ Available on VHS &

'

t+m

Apply in person beginning Mon.-Sat. from 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
at 816 North 12th St., Murray, KY

101

v

-b
II

l!t

Cooks, Dishwashers, Prep Cooks, Food Expediters,
servers, Bartenders, Hosts/Hostesses

~·

., .
y

Hiring on site beginning Tuesday, Sept. 4
Also visit us at our website ... www.tandk.com

•

JUt

v.s:l.t.t.. :

For management opportunities, mail or fax a resume to:
Thomas &: King

lor ••,

.,,,, .
lll':o •'

Sept. 18

Sept.lS

Sept. 25

Available on VHS & ~ Available on VHS & lfr~ Available on VHS &

l}.'4@

AC:tn: Ruth Andrews
249 East Main st.
Lexington, KY 40507
t-877-233-4452 · Recruiting Hotline
FAX: (859) 253·23t7

Sports
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Soccer team turns to offense Height, practice facility among many
2001
1
for aid in sophomore season chane~~H~.~u~or sW;?!. :~~:~L~~~:~"'cy
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"We feel pretty good about this years team," MinieUi said.
"We really have no weaknesses. We are strong on offense
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
and defense. We are just ready to take care of business.
This year's team returns 19 of 2 1 players and 9 of II
After being named the best first-year program in the
NCAA Division I last year by "Soccer Buzz Magazine," the starters from last sea'\on' s team. Sophomore forward and
Murr.ly State soccer team is looking to build on last year's leading scorer Jackie Thomas. sophomore midfielder Lindsuccess. The Racers finished 9- 11 including a 2-3 mark in the sey Gustafson and sophomore midfielder Lauren Mc Adam~
all return to MSU after earning All-National Team honors for
Ohio Valley Conference in their first year of play.
Head coach Mike Minielli was named Division I Coach of first-year programs.
"Thomas and Gustafson have really stepped forward and
the Year for First Year Programs by "Soccer Buzz Magazine." He feels this year's team is equally as strong as last taken the leadership role on this team,•· Minielli said.
The Racers have high expectations for Thomas, who led
year's squad.
the team in goals last season with 13 and finished with 3 1
points. Gustafson, who led the OVC in assists for a majority
of last year's season, is also a key member returning to this
year's squad. Minielli said this year's offense will be impres·
sive.
"Our offense will be our strength," Minielli said. "It's
ahead of our defense right now. We' re able to generate shots
and create opportunities against anybody.~
ln the OVC Preseason Women's Soccer Poll released Aug.
14, Murray State was tied for third with Southeastern Missouri Stale. MSU did receive one first place vote in the poll.
OVC coaches voted, and none could vote for their own team.
Tennessee Tech, who defeated the Racers in last season's
OVC Championship semitinal by a score of 2- 1. was picked
to finish fi rst in the conference this season. Eastern Illinois.
lao;t year's regular season champion was picked to tinisb second, followed by Morehead State and Tennessee-Martin. ·
The Racers have played two presea<>on games. The team
defeated the Bethel Wildcats 2-0. Goals by freshman mid·
fielder Shelley Corwin and sophomore midfielder Jill
Hawanchak led the Racers to a convincing preseason victory.
A 3-0 deficit was too much for the Racers to overcome in
their second preseason game against Southern Indiana. Late
goals by sophomore midfielder Emily Schaller and Gustafson
were too liule and too late for the Rncers, as the Screaming
Eagles
pulled out a win at Cutchin Field.
•
Ryan Brooks/The New)
The soccer team opens its season against IUPU-Fort
l:.tndsey Gustafson, sophomore midfielder, fights for Wayne at I p,m. Saturday at Cutchin Field. The Racers then
the ball with a Southern Indiana player during MSU's travel to Western Kentucky on Wednesday to take on the
3!2 exhibition loss Saturday.
Hilltoppers.
BY KEVIN THOMAS

.

During Dave Schwepkcr's three year reign as
Murray State volleyball head coach. many obstacles
have stood in his path, even before the seasons have
begun.
Going into his fourth year, Schwepker has had to
help his team adjust to a new practice facility and
welcome a new assistant coach and three junior-college transfers. In addition, the team has a height
challenge to overcome: This year's squad is the
shortest Division I team in the country, averaging 5foot-6.
Coming off of a 10-16 record and fourth place
finish in 2000. this year's team is picked to finish
fifth in the Ohio Valley Conference. However, the
thought of a fifth place finish does not sit well with
Schwepker - or his team.
"We have three main goals." Schwepker said.
"We want to win our conference, we want to win the
OVC tournament, and we want to win the national
championship. I don' t care what it takes."
As the team focuses on those goals, it ha<; welcomed DongPing Fang of China as its new assistant
coach. Fang. known to the girls ao; "Ping," has been
a huge hit and has improved the look and feel of the
team, Schwepker said.
"Ping has been incredible for us," he said. "We
found him through our nationwide search for a
coach, and he was quickly comfortable with how
quiet and peaceful Murray was."
In China, Fang coached the Hebei Province Team
to a No. 2 ranking in the nation and lao;t year led the
Manhattanville College team in Purchase, N.Y.• to a
school-best 20-10 fini sh.
The team has been challenged since the beginning
of this season. Racer Arena was in poor condition
because of flooding in Murray over the summer.
The north gym in the Carr Health Building has
become home for the squad. and in Schwepker's
opinion. has strengthened the girls' character.
"I'm always teaching them that conditions are not
always going to be picture perfect." Schwepker

and play on - no matter what the situation."
To resolve the facility problem. a "sport court"
will be brought in Sept. 4. The st:ue-of-the art. temporary court will allow for a suitable playing surface
and will easily be removed after volleyball sea.c;on is
finished.
The volleyball team that will hit the court for the
season opener this weekend consists of seven
returning players - including three starters - from
last year's squad.
Jessica Wood, senior outside hiuer. wao; voted to
the AII-OVC preseason second team. She led the
2000 squad with 20 assists and averaged 2.64 kills
per game. Wood will join team captain Trena Fish,
senior middle hitter, and junior setter Chrissy Dabbert as one of the team leaders.
The 2001 squad is excited about the upcoming
seaw n. With an energetic head coach, a new ao;sistant coach, team-oriented goals and a new arena
floor, it seems the team is only missing one thing.
•·we need great support from the fans and from
the community," Schwepker said. "Volleyball has
become popular locally. and the high schools are
really beginning to grasp the sport. We need large
crowds to make some noise and really get behind
these girls. We eve~ serve free popcorn!"
Regardless of the crowd size. the 2001 women's
volleyball team will fight hard and has already won
several preseason battles by responding to a natural
disaster and accommodating transfer players and a
new coach.
Sara Schmitt, junior outside hitter/setter said she
believes that the team has come together and will do
what it takes to get to the top.
"Each day. we get better," Schmitt said. "We all
have our separate responsibilities, and if we accomplish those we will win. Every day we try to rise to
another level of play. both on and off of the court."
The volleyball team ope!ti the season this weekend in Ft. Collins, Colorado with matches against
Utah State, Arkansas and preseason top I0 Colorado State. The home opener for the team will be
September 14 against OVC rival Eastern Kentucky.
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IC>c.lJ)· lor fn.-.: <:MIIIt.llt~. llllll-670·JIIJ).
W~o;ulwnn:t"t:r Pn>duc:L•. S<>m<" Rt,.ltll •

NO CLASSES!!
LABOR DAY
Monday, Sept. 3
Have a wonderful Labor Day
· Weekend from
· the staff at The
Murray State
News.

HELP WANTED
~H.liiiO

SIGNI!IiG ll<)NitS, COLLEI . It
AV\II.AIIL£. lnl ·
uany pan·ll!ttl' work. l""'''hlc lull·lhtte.
t"r tu $Ill ;m hnur Umilccl opcnin~"
C.JII I.SOt).(;().Gl O.o\Ril. KY 1\'JIIIHl:ll
<..uarc.J

~ITION A~~ISTA!IiC:F.

AfWERITISN(i SAI.E.'\ RfPRI:\lil:.I\TA·
11VE·nlt' ~nund·Nc:ws ._ M'<"kmll .o
SAL£.WFR.'t<lN 1<> oil em escthlt<hcd
:K.'u>Unl'l Cnllqtt! ~ prclm"<"<l tM'
"""'P''I'C' ~iak" t:X(lc:fiCIX'C, I llllJIO!OR
~nJloty ~ .,;uuc.l ,.;ek., •kills nt.-.:dc.'<.l .
Rc.-ttmc: h) ~- 1 0-01 ''" Adwn"lnR M;~n.
:l!!t:r, 1'.0 . !lox 399. sltdhyvllt.:, KY
'IOOC>Il EOE.
GET A lll':TITR PA,l'><i MF.I>IC'\1.)01~
We: hdr Y•KI find l~<:nc:r b•:nclll:l. mnrc
p;ay, ,Jtnnt·r hour.. F:tx R.'-llltlt"' or C.V·
'i02·:.~6j-ll<t0. Fmpluycr (l.ot<l YOIJ rA''
NOTHING I
\\'.o\i'OT '10 Jill \lORE TIIAN "Jl"ST A
RF.PORTI'I!'" Rc.·..c.Jr '" mme u(l? ll!ic're"
top ~null c.luly "'"'""flJ(l<:r 01nd nn'tl a
tlc:~•Kn <'<iotor IAoilh J ~kill knnwlal!!c nl
Quark, l'h<~osltop uncl f ft-..·lt.on<l. Some
n:ponml( <'Sf'<:rit'tx<' rt'((utn'<.l. R<"i>lll1l<'-"
:tnc.l f"''J!e ~nc.l wmong ><:~mp!c.• nnl)' tn·
f.ditm, Titc Wlm:hc:~r :-un, PO liox
!-lOll, \l'inc.hc...tc:r, KY 4039l43<11.l

AWI'S0\11( IIOT FltN COOl. IOH' Tw •
d 1 '"· Fun ux:J lno,,lnc..., ll·n,ur. "J.Ic.•
1*1; run udH·nturc."OU" 1<~1. Tr••'<'l
.:•pcn-o & tr-.llninK f"'Jfd sun wd.l~..
R00-'111"74ill'i.
FRIENDLY TOY:> & c.ilfiTh I~;~.' opcmn~o:-•
tor p:u1y p l:tn ;edH-..>Il> .utc.l nt:lll3!1t"f>'
Home: <k-<:ur, )(tiL,, In)·~. Cl1rh111t~S. F.orn
<'a,lt, «•!"'· l'l.'<:<>llftdk '" Frru <'JI•l<>j!,
tnlurmatiun 11()1~7~.
TRAIN AND \\ORK C:l.OSI' TO HOMI'~
CIH"ln.-..,: trum one of"' tuh '-C.:ntt:O\ acrn~:\
the '''"" Jntl r~...-""" fn.'l.• tr.unlnJ! fl!llll
here In 1\cnltKky. J•~' C:Ctrp' '>!all will
help \lkl f'IJn )"OUt "--h.'l.'t, find ,o j!re.ll
~lh d1'<'C 1<1 home: :and c.":Jm rnnre money
"h.-n you l(r;~cluarc. GL1 ynu GEO m
ho!(h "'h<k>l diploma v.hole h'ln!( 110 .1
Kcntuc.·ky .Juh en.,.,. <:<'mer. Rc.,oc.lt:moJI

.i~C

und nun·n.,.i<knliaJ l">'"llfJnt• u•.uiJhl.:.

enw,

,\Jlc.,. Jfi•.H t~ll I~•I>·IOII<:Okl'\ lor
mcorc infurmatiun JhotJt o1 <"lmtc:r nc:-.1r

"'"' w nuncn.c.:ntll

)''"·
DRIVP.R·SOI.OS \l:tn ur tn _¥)c TI'A\1!\ at
l I c 0/0'., ll(l tu H7~. All <'•mc.l<l S10.(~)<1
1\nnn' EOL' C<Ml1J<1 Kl L\1 Ht•l-9l~·~S'I6

or Kl.L\1 ,<1>111
l>lijVf.R.<;• lOOI\1 <:c-t ''our \)a....., A <:DL
IN Jl''T I~ J)A\'S 1 Gr..•Jt Jo~• Op(l<.-luni·
r..-~

Av<libhh: Wnh Tuounn Rl'l\olllliKSF.-

MENT, II Qu:olll'y Get On 1 h.: Ro.otl To
A Nl'W UmTr & Elm llol( U11Cklll IN
:>TATE Tlt'IININC.! CIIIII)00.301-67W

I>RI\"ER'>.Cnl, TR'\II\1)';G ltd f"''id whok:
tm[noni(IOr (lf.tc.conent wuh lll:ljot tru.:k ·
lnl( c.·ontp:tll)" l!arn h i)l money! Ulltlntnnwc-Jlth 1·not k Onvon~t Sdtnol C'.:tll
loll fr=· l!n-97•,...Kh3.
llRI\ F.R~·TKAI:TIJR 'T'RAILER, N.:w
<;wnon~o~ PJy Sco~lc. Paid Ori<:ntalklll,
E.onunl( Pm<:nrt~l lip tn S~tl.t.lfMl Per
y..,.,, Pull lkm:(ll,, New Moc.lc:l U>nl"en·
llorul Trac.ior•, QUahly Hnnw Tunc,
Rt'l(klll;ll & OTR lln'e"' Nc<.'tk<L ,.,'0
STI!tU~'ITI' I'U:ASE. <~II Art:ti<' l'.xf'rt'>'•
!10!)·917-Q4J t "'WIAo Jn;IK<:Xj)f<'"-'·'"Ofll,
P 0 . !lox 12'), lltllluc.l, OH 4.:\0ll>
AITI.l"lrTION I>RIVI'RS·NO EXPliiUI!JI;CE
NE<:E.'tSARYl TM<~ 'fr.on'J'MH1allun n~"<-"<.l•
dnw"'. 51>SO ~l.lr..nt""'-' "'''<'ldy, l~t!<:n
IIJI to c:tm S\100 p:r IAot:t.'k ur num- ~nd
~~till 1-!'-'l hcM>W on W<-.:kt'Ol!.! For Clll
lf:IIOIIl)! t•.oll lf<M1·2lJ(t•7~H
$1il(i MOI'OEY.S N.T '> Pl.l<-.:111<.'01 C'Allll·
pany ""'""'l' nnwr.<:!!lncxrc:rtcnn'<.l up
10 .)6110. F.~pcri<'fl<.'C.'<.l t ;p To $1000. P.t)'
I 'r '" 4! ~·rn1. Paid Tratnlllj(, If You
Qu~ltf)
li!0!-7111.SS~ Trat'U>r Tr.ltlcr
"lr.tlninl(.
IJRI\'ER-S I ,~Ml

Sijtn~n

lio•nu.,, ll(l to
Full
l~dit~. l)t~Cl <kpchol
r~rp JY.IY·
A.wl(lleJ <:f•n,entK>rul. Ov.-nr:r Op:r.i·
toos lll""L'l.lcJI Hll0-4·11-417 1 \11<'El I .l'>
j~4:/mol<" sunin~ lo:~c.kc.J.fc:nolliY,

llRI\ I·. II. Mtnlnnun S'i(IU llown 1.••,,,.,
P111dt:L'<1 'l'~od lwoce wwk lyl lie )""'
nw'fl he,..,! Run nwon~l 01' OTR! EOE
Cullll<ol• or Tunv ll(IO.<;<;}-CRST U17111.
llRIVER OTR· \tono:n Tr.m.,fK>rl, Ln I
C.on ra>· ynu wnh I yc.or p lus expcri-

(lt'r mtlc. wll

H00-39~·.:13~ 1

$1>111\'ER Tlto\IN Nti ~n<.l JOtl~ Nn e~[l<.~
rec.·nc.'<: n:quon:d. Cinc;ot p;ay ;md llt"n<.filli
Np mun<:)" down , l"unlon r-..tonhu,.,<:m<:nt
:~>:tll.oblt'. Call Tr:1n•pon.ulon Tr-aenlnl(
Center Nnw I IIIII!-n<o-3"7-tl!
llRIVF.R: WANTl'O! (~om(l:1ny dn\ers
un<l O,ap·, l>o:dlcatc:d ctNnnlC..,..air·
ln:t~o~lte . QTR CnL. C:la"·A o..lrivt"r.. Limit·
~'<.! " lll:ninw-' C:tll nuw! ll(J0-7!!11-73~7!
www l:tndalr.<"<>lll
llRIVER·AI P;2nthcr II, we'" pa)' )~Ill wt:ll
to dchw~ p..,. k>:>tkd mile: Sl '~ Tro~c
t<H•, :o.l-30 !>tr~ij!ht TnJr:W..; llOC <'.al')(n
V;~n, Fud sun·harl(c. MCJO.(HQ-70'1'i
llltiVI'.R.(;ovt:runl Tr:tMpcln nnw o llc:r-

'"11 Per Dto:m pay for CXf'<"ncncc:d lt';tll\, ,

"'~"' .uidll:liflen.. OIQ ..'tllJo..JTc:anllll!;iC
(lilt' fud :;unturJtc. CIIIAAR-MORI!· PAY
( J.lliiK-6f>7. 3729)

f)RIVI'H·MclllV.ttt:d 111 Jdover un lutlt',
ev<·ry ti ntt:? If '< 1, .all P~nlh"r II I<IUty ,
"rall(ht lt\lck•, l'ar~• \"ons, tr:ll"tnr lr'Jol •
<:~'>\. ~ no-ii"K'h Jn.-ight, WV.W,p:ln•
lht.'fll.l'<llll ~70'1~
1>1!1\'F.R·Swirt Tran•J'Mlftatk>n l ' ltorlnl(
cX(l<'rtc:nn.'<l ;mc.l lllCX(lCrienc.:~'<.l tlrtvt'..,
nnc.l (II()_ CDL lraontnl( o~ ~V"Jlluhle. We:
nllc.·t II~"<""JI p;ay 1 hendoL' .entl con.1L'IIc:nt
milo. II00-2*1-1l1!1~ (~'<>o:-nl/0
I>MIVfRS; Nnrth

An~<:rlc.-~n Van Unc:;

ha.•

upt:ntn~ts on Sfl<.'< i.tlil~'<.l Trutkll"oc.l, Rd•"
c.·atlnn ;tncJ Fbthc J llc:L1.,. Mln ln1um of 6
ononll~· over rite: nuc.J cxpctit.'nc<:. TrJc·

tur p~~rdoa...., :<V'Jllahlc Call ROo-.}114.
2147, o..,lC. 1\'Y~
!>RIVERs, O><'t the ruad, j'i :O.Ule<. ~1:11
w/ "dc.s, late muc.ld l"nv.:ntectfl;ll• j
)IL"J"' t:XIleno:ntc.•. ~l.(JCJO Sif!n ·On llonu~.
\Lu1 j-'IC·~ ~ mole + l~<:nehL'. C;elli!O().
#1.(.,(>41!,

I>RI\"I!IL' O IX'NF.R OPEKATOR~ NEED·
1:1> f<tr Van f>tvNI>n . Home m<1••1 Wet"k·
c:nd.•. Mu.•t h•tvt: ~ ~"t':lr.. expcrtcnt·c:,
must 1><.• 23 )"e:tox u ld fllr more m!C>rrna·
!tell\ C•ll l'aula 0 Rt·l!cnl Tmckrnl(. Inc.
I()().ZM ·2+1l
I)RI\ ERS; Snltlri ur 10 .4Sc per mile:,
Tc:ml> llf' 1<1 .411' l"'r nul.:, Conlt'Jt·tn..,
.1! Ic ull mllc:s. 1-<~'"' llf>llnns avml. (No

muncy tluwn.l f'uc:lln,-cnllvc:s, tnc.T<~,,~,I
IK~otlJy urinc.~atill P.'l)' & nl<>tc:: ()';n CllL,
Nc1 l!•p . llo""'-' Tr:1ln•n!!l C.ll Hurtcnl(lcm
Mucnr wm<'ll\ H(~).~ .
DRIVfR.-..GliARA~Eil HO~F. TIMEt
Great pay! C tll ~MXI Mt~l-l47-HO-!O. Vt·t·
cr-Jn' "'an .;\2 r.:pm·FLATHIJ> .jl <"(l<ll•
VA~ . www...,nxc.o>nl
ORIVt.'li~ ·Hnme Ewry W<..:k.:ntl, Nn
Nc:w Yurk Clly' CmnfX!ny: Tnpft<.l)', .)!'~.
p;Utl ln•urJnt:e>. :and ntnn.'. Owner Opcr·
all>r· Ncw: .liM ,, onilc <indudc:s $ ltlcl
.lurd~rll"l, p:1id b:J..., pLuA!IpcnniL•lJud
u.x«- ft:lmbull'e uiii...!N:;:Je,o 1.r:1."' rur·
d1:1....: prugrJIIl ava;hhlc, HOO-<J4R-6i(-{,,
W\\W.<'[lC'IrJn,(l<>n.~·HIIc

CET HIKEII! GET TRAINI'OO GET PAID'
Htnn~ 2'i0 driv.-rs In ynur ~rc:1! 14 IIJ)
COl tr~htlnl( avatlahle. 100% lm:tndn~
:.v-Jilahlel Call RXII-645-11~. E11p'd c.lri·
\'etli

~235J

HEAVY

full 11'<....-! Mi~>-7711-'Hll '"' 610

TRAVEL
WRISti liRI!AI\

.lOOl~J

Stutlcnl Ex(ln."''
(~t11~Un ll"JIUrL.,.
FREE nol"~l~ ,on<l p;tntc,; C I'JI 'Tuc:.odoy,.
MTV tlc'.tdo lfeac.lqu~ctt"n. .t,c-o~rukn,
1\!Jz:nl~n. J:un:IICJ, lblwnu• , ;>outh
l';~un:, flnride . J>rk..,.. fn101 $<VJ'), wo1h
\1•~., A•rl•lle•. 2-t.om er.wcl.:"' in ;!OcH.
Hlli>-7117·J7117 lor :1 FRH. hnochure
cw· email IK•okltOmudconexpre,...c.um o r
v.....w .®dc:lllt'!Xfl""''·n•m

h n<IW hlrtll!l '<.lie.,. rep•

c;,,u

EAKLY SPECIAL'i! ~rrin!l lln.o:1k llalwna.'
P~rty C.tUL"<! <; irJys S219! lndud..,.
!llc.tb, P:on ...,.! Awesome lkadtt'S,
Nt!!hllih:! l>•:pan., lmm rlurtd:o! Gc:r
c;rour-<i<t Frt·c:!' 'P'inl!hn::ol<tr.tvd com
f..H()().(i7tl-638{o.

I!AIU.Y SI'RISG liREAK SPECIAL'\! Cln·

EQUIPMENT OrERATORS
NEEJ>I'Il NO W, 21 ll.1y trJinlnR
gr:om Le.om tn <tf>C:t:ll<' Tr.~ckhot',, tlull
timer., ltl< khoe. No tnOnt"f Jnwn.
S3fi,OOO I>'I )·e:tr J'MII<'lllLtl Call no\\•tll>l)..

I'""

432ooll9J7.
H"ERF"S YOLJR CHANCEl G....,at Glrt"Cr •'CDL In l W<"Cks! Joh plat·cmcni/Coonp;o·
ny r•1kl lrJinlnl( avall.lhlc:.ll:r 111 $11~0
W«~kly. Cull f!OI)-99;.SII3L1F.x(l d Pri'""'
H00-9ill-2j~-'·
OWNER OPERATOR NF fl>f I) lur c.lr,
vnn U[)t."t:JUt\n Nn e.&~l t..'tx.l~f. Henne
weekend.'· Wed..ly o;clllrollc:nc.. N<l t·nul rany ~"<JIII(llltt'lll Ill t"<lltlf~ wuh HC~Io
Botl•;il!i3 X 102,
:O.TAY CLOSE TO HOME!! fur I \'c:-~r
EXfl<''"'""" 111:1k.- .3~~ a molt" runnml(
rc:glon:el! 1\lo r.:- e x(l<"rot"n<·<' ll"J)· mm..:l
Hnmc cwry ~·7 dey•, l(rc.tt nnlo:•0 Ht•Jtt·
land Exprc:'' ~1 ....9-'i.i wwwhc.':JI1
londcxprc:,<~.'<<Utn

'"" & Jam:lk':l lmm S\A':~ Air, Ht~d.

frc:e ~.·.tl•, l>nnk•' Awarc.l ·Winn lnJ!
Company! C.n •ll(l lrJdtmo Free' ~'lnroda
VacutK·•n• ~ 12\l! •rrinllhtl!':lklr.l\'t"l.c.:um
J.I()Q.(,7A-6j.%.
AN AFI'OROAIILE ... NJ) tii!AU11FUL
W£1)J)IN(, CHAPEl. tn the .;llll>ky MOI.Inca ons Ch rL,Iian t:tlrt:mony, pkturc~o,
\ t..loo , llov.er> :II')(), a lso rrnviJinl( ~·::~h·
'"'• lornul "'""·". C:lllll0tl·922·20~2.
<~l::"r \IARRIEI>·S\101\'' MOl NTAIN:'t.
Al"<".lll mn-.t ll<".lutllul dupcL•. on.Lional
1\imbtt-11", <:nmplt·tc arranMt-·m~·nL, , hnn·
eym<K>nllamtly t•Jhin•, h rc:llhraktn!l
'"'" "" '• l'ln•pl.1~~"'· Wt:tklinR ,orr.mjtc:mc:nt•
HOQ.H').)-7.l74, Va<'Utinn loc..lgmM HQ0.6}1911 .. "'"'.,.. :<m<.okyw,-dc.Jmg<.t•ltll

'wr 2 tiJI(ht•, ;mJ niRhl rn.'<'

P~n•m:. Coty
IIC"adt
Mc.'fll•l•.
lolO·, uf
uno!>.
pc.ht:adtrcmab.t"lll HOO·Ill3·l737 Open
24 ltou"' Sollllh \\'allnn llc.·ac.·h Rt'nWI,,
X<'llll' !;0/ A hdchd nl 'ic>ttth

REAL ESTATE

\\':a It'' n I 0 c,. 1 1 n "n ur It w ullu n · ,
hc:ado...,ntab llltl1 M(-,_.l.t?· Hhl <::'1""''
Ulll/0..!.

NEW I.AKF.FRO NT LOti HO '-IE ..1.4
=S69.900. &autolul l.okd"n>nl p:tn-..1
wl~w 1500"'1. ti lrtf! homc:md 200• It
llf 'IK>t<' CIO prislifl<.' S0.000 iiU"t.' l:J~c.·
Cumhcrl~nd. KY. P.Jvc.'<.l mad, un.l~:r·
l(l'nund lllillllt'S & ex,·dlc:nl lonan<·lotl('

Classifieds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wed. Payment
is due in advance.

How do you like
the new look of...

Frldav
• September 28s •-c:Bpm
...- .. w ....... .....,.._.,_
..
~

o~~~ce 7-IM

,.,_,,

f'Y! • ICen\ICk)" OallaMIII• ,_,__. _ _ _

• •·CTO.

Tlclet Prices: $35, $25, $20
Willi <111101111...

CPG-13)

...._nnt.-.-..a..

•r- !-•

T......, • 8ol>•mbal • • ...,., atu A..n• ..,_ ,
Til:l>tl ~
to bual1tN•
lllw on Nla . , ..

lldret ,..,.et Mat,.,..,. wfflllll

~
~

Let us Know!

stu --·---lllii.

CAJtJONDAL£

Email us at
the news@ murraystate.edu

"Ru•h Hour 2"
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HOUSING:
Credit given on weekly basis
From Page 1
Wilson said students in
triple rooms would be moved
as soon as possible. Students
in triple rooms will receiw a
$20 creuit on their accountup to $2HO - for each week
they are in the triple room after

September I0
In addition to the triple
room~. resident advisors also
have roommates thts semester.
Wilson expressed that RAs
will likely also receive compensation for having a room-

mate.
Hart RAs will continue to
work on the first floor in the
Hart lobby, which will remain
open this semester for programs and other residential
college activities.

ENROLLMENT:
Funding sought after high numbers
From Page 1
However, Rudolph said the
schO<ll will ~quest additional
positions for faculty. many of
which are currently held hy
adjunct professors. The school
will also be going to the Kentucky Gener.tl Assembly in
2002 with a proposal for a new
facility solely for the School of
Agriculture and will request

"about 23 to 25 million" for
the new building. The building
is already on MSU's schedule
for capital improvements to be
added to the university.
"We have grown very
strongly in the technology
lieh.l in agriculture." Rudolph
:;aid. "We have to have faciliue~ und per.;onnel in order to

stay current.
"We have basically tried to
have all the adjunct positions
possible to keep things going,"
he said. ''There's not much
else we can do. Like I said,
we've just about maxed out
with the number of personnel
we have and the number of
students.''

Karri Rubeck/The Ne ws

Liz Fatheree, senior from luka, Ill., was originally hired a~ a resident advisor for Hart College, but is now ful- .
filling the position at Calloway Inn because of the residential college's closure.

Newman's Barber Shop
FREE installation. Guaranteed compatible. Lifetime warranty.

Hours: Tuesday -Friday 8 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p .m.

For appointment call 759-9560

Walk-Ins Welcome

E COMPUTER GUY

lwww.thenews.orgl

615 South 12th St.
Suite A-1
Murray, KY 42071
Cell: 270-339-0265

CttlNA l'UfffT
10°/o Off with MSU Student ID ,,
All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad &Ice Cream

~@
I

I

OPEN DAILY

RACER GIRLS
DANCE TEAM TRYOUTS

• Mon. - Thur.: 10:30 a.m. - '10 p;m.
• Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m. - 18:30 p.m.
• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
600 N. 12th St. (Next door to Taco John':;)

Central Shopping Center • Murray
(270) 753·8916

I

MANDATORY INFO SESSION:
Wednesday, Sept. S @ 6 p.m.
Curris Center Large Ballroom

13KJ APVLt
CAfE

753-84126

TRYOUTS:
T~ursday, Sept. 6
6 p.m. · 9:30 p.m.
Carr Health Dance Studio

lfW aid UUD COMPACT DISCS

uSE OUR IN STORE COMtvTER
IIII~INfi

BEST PRICES

NI.IUN fOOD & Dllii&NDlt'I(HII

BEST SERVICE
BEST SELECTION
,aiiAVB WIIAT,_Y DON.,.

fl'om 11 a.m. - 1 a.na.
IOfdlen Open IJnftiii:JO p.m.
(loled lund..lh'e MIIDk lwe...,. lanndal"t' Nlghf af CJ:JO

~t~

SERVING MURRAY FO~ OVER IS YEARS

..t~~~ H£N~"EW£
~~~~~ LAVUWS
LRt

o'JO

~NCENSE \\)Cl\.\~~iS
FOR MORE INFO AND/OR
QUESTIONS CONTACT
MICHELLE OR KATIE @ 162·3815

~i1"s

Alternative Rock from Nashville

D

.,.'"SN.

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY

1

I

$2.00 OJJ. ON ANY NEW OR USED CD
WITH •'THIS COUPON

-----Expires: 9/14/01 - - - - -

a • P Jones Band

B~nd•

CoDling •oon -

~>:::·pt'l 1 5 • Hoosier
5{~:pt.

Daddy

22 • Dean Hall

lo«afed on f»4t loufh In

Pu..,.ee~l',

IN

'1Jt-~4'1•t'ICJS

Wifdl for OlD new HIBicJl'IOlcJflon opening 100111

Advertise w ith The Murray State News.
All ads must be placed by 5 pm on Mondays.
Call us at 762-4478.

The Murray State News
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Student Government Association

l.DFEMOtulSE
Tuesday, September 18 at 8PM
Regional Special Events Center
Murray State University
with THE CALLING and MICHELLE BRANCH
RSEC Box Office: 270.762.5555

Homecoming

TIOKETS
AVAILABLE AT.
BETSY'S HALLMARK
UNGABUNGA
SUNSET BOUlEVARD
j lOGAN'S
WAVES MUSIC
RSEC BOX OFFICE
SGA OFFICE

$ 15 STUDENTS
$18 GENERAl PUBLIC
SGA Office: 270.762.6951

r--------------------,
.
SGA
WANTS YOU!

October 13

"2001: A Racer Odyssy"

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS
APPLICATIONS DUE
NOON SEPTEMBER 12
SGA OFFICE

King & Q ueen Applications are
available in the SGA Office and
due by 4 :30 on September 21.
Parade a pplications are
available in the SGA office

Parade: 9 :30AM
Tent City: 11 AM
Crowning:
Football Game: 2PM

Nickel Cre_,..__

I

ELECTIONS ARE SEPTEMBER 26
8:30AM-4:30PM, CURRIS CENTER

L--------------------~

IS LOCATED ON
THE FIRST FLOOR
OF THE CURRIS
CENTER
BEHIND ·SUNSET
STRIPS AND THE
INFORMATION
BOOTH .
8:30AM-4:30PM

UNITY
DAY
September I3

270.762.6951
WWW.MSUSGA.COM

11am-5pm
Photo Buttons
Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge

Tickets on Sale Now!
$10 Students
$15 General Public

With
Sharif lman

Available at:
Betsy's Hallmark, J .Logan's, Unga
Bunga, Sunset Boulevard, Waves Music,
RESC Box Office, SGA Office, and
Tennessee Pit Stop.

5:30PM
Unity March
Starts at Regents
College

7PM

In the Regional Special Events Center

on the Murray State University ·
Campus
Friday, September 28

SunSet Strips

